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INTRODUCTION
The Office of Management & Finance is the City’s primary central service provider,
offering services to bureaus including technology, fleet management, facilities
management, human resources, procurement, accounting, debt management,
printing, and risk management among many others. In FY 2018-19, OMF will face
challenges in addressing the overall space needs of the City, particularly in light of the
Portland Building, the Jasmine Block project, Portland Fire & Rescue’s Logistic Center,
the Jerome Sears Building, and the various space planning needs of the Portland
Police Bureau. In addition to these major projects, the bureau is also working to
implement a revised customer feedback model and will inform the alignment of its
service offerings with the demands of customer bureaus.
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KEY ISSUES
Responsiveness to Customer Needs – Communication and
Resources
The Office of Management & Finance has embarked on several efforts over the past
year to improve responsiveness to customer needs; these efforts included facilitated
conversations with customer bureaus in response to a FY 2017-18 budget note.
The budget note tasked OMF with working with customer bureaus to develop options
and make recommendations to ensure that support services are able to meet the
demands of City bureaus, especially with regard to funding models and resources.
These efforts primarily focused on Procurement and the Bureau of Human Resources,
and yielded several strategies intended to strengthen customer feedback --- feedback
intended to inform the budget process. These strategies included:
▪ OMF and customer bureaus engage annually in a robust assessment of bureau
service needs and use that information to project workload changes for BHR
and Procurement. This forward-looking projection could be incorporated into
the budget development process,
▪ OMF continue to define its levels of service and use performance measures to
inform demand and quality of service.
These strategies aim to realign OMF services with customer needs, recognizing that
internal services are effectively extensions of customer bureaus and that customer
bureau decisions around consumption of internal services should be a primary input
in how resources are allocated. Ultimately, OMF’s primary goal is to support the City
as it serves Portland residents.
Building upon OMF’s progress, the Mayor issued a memo to the OMF Budget
Advisory Committee directing them to clearly and explicitly indicate its support for
add and reduction packages relative to their own bureau priorities.
The Bureau of Technology Services engaged in a robust customer feedback process
for its budget development, soliciting feedback from its Customer Stakeholder Group
and customer bureau leadership for all add packages.
This process clarified the specific demands of the customer bureaus and narrowed
the requests to three key packages, all of which were supported by the bureau’s
customers. CBO has consequently recommended these requests and would
encourage OMF to employ a similar prioritization framework with its other
customers.
Outside of BTS, the degree to which appropriate staff in customer bureaus provided
robust feedback is uncertain. The current structure of the OMF Advisory Committee
is not well-suited to elicit this type of feedback, and CBO recommends that OMF
continue to develop opportunities for bureaus to weigh-in on proposed budget and
operational changes.
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Notably, OMF convened its first Customer Work Group in November, chaired by the
Bureau of Environmental Service Director, whose explicit intent is to inform service
expectations and provide recommendations for building and/or strengthening budget
and service level discussions. Unfortunately, this group was not able to provide
feedback for the FY 2018-19, but CBO supports the work and anticipates the valuable
feedback of this group in preparation for future budget processes.
Several OMF requests reflect the demands of customers (and are consequently
recommended by CBO in this review):
▪ BTS - PC/Laptop Lifecycle Replacement Schedule (MF_05) (Recommended to
be funded within current resources)
▪ BTS - Enterprise Mobility Management (MF_06)
▪ BTS - Microsoft Enterprise Mobility + Security (MF_07)
▪ BHR-Employment and Outreach Add (MF_20)
OMF has suggested that Council reconsider the impact on central services following
key decisions during budget development, which is a strategy that is supported by
CBO. For example, if Police receives 64.0 new officers as requested, the impact on
BHR should be evaluated. Similarly, approval of large additions to capital
improvement plans are likely to require additional procurement services in out-years,
and OMF should use the budget process to request resources in response to the
implementation of the prior year budget decisions.
However, without service level agreements, descriptions of services, meaningful
performance measures to communicate the demand for and effectiveness of its
services, it will remain challenging for OMF to prioritize its services to customers, to
understand the need for greater or lesser services, to communicate its value to
customer bureaus and elicit their support for additional resources, and to evaluate
customer demand relative to price. These types of agreements exist in parts of OMF
but are inconsistent. In an effort to establish and communicate service levels, BHR
recently created and began tracking a complete recruitment cycle time measure.
Moving forward, they will assess effectiveness of their efforts according to this
measure.

Centralized Space Planning Function
A substantial number of space planning requests have come forward from OMF in
recent years. Some of these requests, such as the Portland Building Reconstruction
project, were heavily vetted and supported by OMF, while others are put forward by
OMF on behalf of customer bureaus. In some cases it is not clear if these requests are
prioritized from a centralized space planning perspective. In either case, when these
projects are funded on a piecemeal basis absent a comprehensive and multi-year
space plan for City staff, they may not make sense when viewed over the long term.
In the last several years, major space planning proposals have included the following:
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▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Portland Building Reconstruction Project ($195 million),
Jasmine Building project ($22.3 million),
Relocation of ONI to new leases offices ($750,000),
Relocation of the Police Bureau Central Precinct ($1.7 million in temporary
costs, plus a $150 million new construction project),
Tentative proposal to purchase the Banfield property ($34 million),
Tentative proposal to develop an Eastside Customer Service Center (cost
unknown).
Kerby Master Plan (cost unknown)
Portland Fire & Rescue’s Logistics center
Jerome Sears Building

Combined, these projects represent over $400 million in additional costs to the City,
with millions of dollars of increased debt service payments borne by the General
Fund. This is not to say that these projects are unwarranted, but it is important to be
sure that they are part of a comprehensive space plan for the City.
OMF serves dual and sometimes conflicting roles as both customer service provider
and provider of a centralized governance and policy. This tension is particularly clear
around space planning; OMF often provides property identification and develops
financing options for customer bureaus, but there is greater opportunity to
coordinate and prioritize these requests through a decision-making framework
informed by the City’s long-term space planning needs.
As part of the $18.8 million decision to purchase furniture and fixtures for the
Portland Building separately from the project budget (Space Optimization, Resolution
37274), $50,000 was included for OMF to perform a “Citywide study to determine the
tenancies for the Portland Building, the 1900 Building, and the Jasmine Block
Building.” This provision was included primarily because there were outstanding
questions over what the business case would be to move forward with the Jasmine
Block project absent any clearly identified tenant need for the additional City space.
The requested budget includes a General Fund decision package for the cash
financing of this project though, to date, the progress has been limited on this study
since approved by Council in March 2017 (see additional analysis in MF_32).
At present, the City does not have a strong centralized function dedicated to
understanding long term space planning needs for City staff and the prioritization of
those needs. The risk of this approach is two-fold: the City is unable to plan for large
future (and currently unknown) space planning expenditures, and available near-term
planning and project delivery resources will be allocated on a first-come first-serve
basis.
CBO recommends that OMF expedite the planned tenancy study in the downtown
core, and expand the scope of the study into a robust Citywide space planning
function. OMF has the Citywide perspective, convening expertise, property
management knowledge, and financial expertise to identify, vet, and prioritize
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customer bureaus future space planning needs over a 5 - 10+ year horizon. This type
of long-term vision is essential to accurately forecasting the budgetary impacts of the
City’s space needs, and avoiding situations where one-off space planning investments
are made either in isolation from a comprehensive plan or without a strong tenancy
plan.

Arts Tax Cost Limitation
Since the inception of the Arts Education and Access Income Tax (Arts Tax) in FY
2012-13, the cost for collection of this tax has exceeded the cost limitation in City
Code, which requires that “collection and administration costs of the Arts Tax not
exceed 5% of gross revenue collections over a five-year period.” Over the past five
years, collection costs have averaged around 7.7% of gross revenue, though going
forward collection costs are expected to reflect the three-year average of 8.9%
(approximately $1 million). The Revenue Division director delivered a memo to
Council in August 2017 outlining several options to bring spending on Arts Tax
collection into compliance with City Code, either by amending the code itself or by
providing a General Fund subsidy.
The Arts Tax Citizen Oversight Committee (AOC) and the Revenue Division both
recommend a change in City Code to alter the cost limitation to a $1.2 million
collection and administration budget, while the Regional Arts and Culture Council
(RACC) recommends that the City’s General Fund subsidize collection of the Arts Tax
by $500,000 - $700,000 annually. The former would require City Code change but
avoid a General Fund subsidy, while the latter would avoid a code change but redirect
General Fund resources away from other City priorities to maximize the Arts Tax
revenue received by RACC.
Arts Tax disbursements to the six school districts total approximately $7 million
annually; revenue in excess of these disbursements, less administrative and
collections costs, is distributed to RACC and awarded as grants in the arts community.
In recent years, this disbursement of Arts Tax dollars to RACC has been in the $2
million - $3 million range, which is in addition to the $4.3 million in General Fund
resources allocated to RACC via a Special Appropriation.
Adherence to the cost limitation without any further action will result in lower
collections overall; the Revenue Division estimates that approximately $2.5 million in
Arts Tax revenue will be foregone if the cost limitation is not increased or otherwise
addressed because current spending on enforcement activities will be reduced. This
would primarily impact the disbursement to RACC, as voluntary compliance with the
Arts Tax is generally sufficient to meet the disbursements to the school districts 1. If
Council determines not to take action to amend City Code to alter the cost limitation,
as recommended by the Revenue Division and the AOC, CBO would recommend
1

The Revenue Division notes that this tack would be inadvisable. Voluntary compliance will likely begin to decline
if collections spending is limited to 5% of current Arts Tax revenue as the dollar amount is insufficient to cover
enforcement efforts.
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Council consider offsetting the annual Special Appropriation with RACC ($4.3 million)
by the $500,000 - $700,000 in General Fund subsidy that would otherwise be
required to meet the cost limitation, and transferring that resource to support Arts
Tax collection. This budgetary strategy would essentially be revenue-neutral for
RACC; the Special Appropriations reduction would be offset by additional
disbursement to RACC of Arts Tax dollars that are currently going toward
enforcement efforts. OMF is currently renegotiating the City’s agreement with RACC,
and it is an opportune time to address the cost limitation issue without amending City
Code or otherwise committing the General Fund to a new and ongoing subsidy of the
Arts Tax.

Portland Building Reconstruction Project
The Portland Building Reconstruction project budget was originally set by Council at
$195 million, with the reconstruction timeline not to extend past 2020. The
reconstruction project has made substantial progress thus far in FY 2017-18,
successfully transitioning tenant bureaus to temporary locations and turning toward
in-depth design work in the coming months.
FY 2018-19 will be a critical year for the project, as the design work pivots toward full
reconstruction. The project team will continue to draw on a line of credit for the
project during construction, prior to a bond issuance to pay off the line of credit in FY
2020-21. As the project has progressed, a number of issues have arisen that will have
budgetary impacts:
Changes to cash financing. The annual leases for temporary tenant space are
not allowable as a capitalized cost, and the difference between the Portland
Building rental rates and the temporary lease space is being funded from
increased cash contributions from tenant bureaus. This increase in cash funding
has been partially offset by lower interest costs based on a shorter presumed
project timeline, and other adjustments have been made to hold BES and Water
harmless for the $1.7 million ‘2% for Art’ contribution2.
The impact of these changes is to increase the total cash contribution to the
project by $5 million (from $20.8 million to $25.8 million), which will be paid by
tenant bureaus in FY 2018-19. The current impact to the General Fund is a $1.5
million additional cash contribution (increasing from $1.6 million to $3.1
million). An alternative to this approach would be an increased contribution
from the Portland Building major maintenance reserve ($14 million balance) to
fund increased cash contribution for all tenants.
Changes to Space Optimization assumptions. On the advice of the
reconstruction project team, Council adopted an $18.8 million Space
Optimization Plan that would fund 1) the purchase of a standardized kit of parts
2

The project team determined that BES and Water cash contributions are not eligible for 2% for Art, and
subsequently increased the cash contribution from other tenants.
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that would allow for additional approximately 400 additional employees 2) the
buildout of 2.5 floors not included in the project scope and 3) a space planning
study of tenancy in the downtown core. The $18.8 million will be added to the
total project bond issuance and funded via increases to the downtown blended
rate, but will not be included in the $195 million project budget.
The 400-employee estimate included an assumed increase of 220 employees
from existing Portland Building tenant bureaus, and the flexibility to bring in an
additional 192 employees from space that is currently leased. New estimates of
tenant bureau growth indicate that bringing in 192 employees from out-leased
space may not be feasible, and the space optimization funding will likely only
cover the needs of existing tenant bureaus’ growth. CBO recommends that OMF
expedite its study of tenancy and space planning options in the downtown core
to inform tenancy decisions around the Portland Building, 1900 Building, and
Jasmine Block building.
Unfunded technology needs. The reconstruction project team set a defined
scope of work for the $195 million project budget, but this scope of work
excludes several technology projects that will be critical to the successful
reentry of tenant bureaus in 2020. In particular, the project budget does not
account for the following:
o
o
o
o

Audio/visual hardware throughout floors 1 and 2
Audio/visual hardware in conference rooms spaces on floors 3 - 15
Printers and copy machines on floors 1-153
Printing management software solution and integrations with
permissions
o Software solution for conference room scheduling and implementation
o Security system and implementation (hardware is included in project
budget)
There are several other technology projects that would enhance the
reconstructed building, but do not necessarily need to be in place upon tenant
bureau reentry (i.e. 311 system in the customer service center). However, the
A/V hardware, printing, copy, security and room scheduling systems are critical
components of a fully functional office space, and these technologies will need
to be in place in 2020 if the reconstructed building is to meet the operational
needs of tenants.
The project team is in the early stages of scoping these projects; detailed cost
estimates for these projects are not yet available, but low confidence estimates
suggest costs in the $2 - $5 million range. This cost estimate is exclusive of
project management costs, which will also be substantial. Most projects will
require an implementation timeline of at least 18 months (procurement
3

It is not yet clear to what degree existing tenant-owned copiers and printers will meet the needs of the
reconstructed building.
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through training of city staff on systems).
These technology needs are currently unfunded, and the intended source of
funding is unclear. These projects are not in the reconstruction scope as defined
by the project team, but they are clearly core components of a functional
reconstructed office building. CBO recommends that these projects be given
consideration for funding from the project budget, especially to the degree that
sufficient contingency is available.
If the project budget is unable to cover these costs, they will ultimately fall to
tenant bureaus. In this case, CBO would recommend that OMF identify any
appropriate sources of funding from existing equipment and technology
replacement reserves in the near term (i.e. printer and copier replacement
reserves).
Absent sufficient or appropriate funds for these projects, CBO recommends that
OMF provide tenant bureaus an estimate of their share of total costs in the near
term and establish a Portland Building Reconstruction project
equipment/technology replacement reserve so that bureau can apply any
underspending toward these costs over the next several years.
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DECISION PACKAGE ANALYSIS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
Adds

Reductions
$21,605,02
$20,510,18
6
3

General Fund
Ongoing

General Fund
One-Time
Other Revenues
$101,191 $53,167
($677,304)

($756,376) ($396,198)

($4,123,882)

$5,241,384
$2,322,726

$1,420,194

$168,403

General Fund
Ongoing

General Fund
One-Time

Other Revenues

Bureau Request
18.0 FTE
Requested

CBO Recommendation
12.0 FTE
Recommended

(23.5) FTE
Requested

(3.0) FTE
Recommended

BUREAU OF HUMAN RESOURCES
BHR-Employment and Outreach Add
MF_20, $368,198, 3.00 FTE

This package would add $168,403 in General Fund discretionary and $199,795 in
General Fund overhead resources, which would replace funding for two current
interagency-funded positions (BDS and PBOT) and add one new FTE to the
Employment and Outreach division.
As part of the FY 2017-18 Adopted Budget, Council included a budget note directing
OMF to “develop options and make recommendations to ensure that support
services are able to meet the demands of City bureaus.” Following this direction,
OMF engaged bureaus over the past six months, focusing on primarily the areas
where customers have been particularly vocal about their needs: procurement and
recruitment. BHR began discussing recruitment service levels with customers, aiming
to identify the desired service levels. This package is intended to respond to customer
feedback that was provided in those discussions.
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Through a series of process
Number of Requisitions
FTE Employment & Development
improvements, BHR has
decreased average recruitment time from 135 to 103 days. These process
improvements included increased strategic outreach, expedited scoring for minimum
qualifications, integration of SAP and NeoGov, and faster provision of eligible lists to
bureaus.
CBO notes that this is a well-developed request given BHR’s recent engagement with
bureaus, the commitment to quantifiable service levels, and the willingness to take
ownership of the entire recruitment process from requisition to first work day.
Recommended as requested.
CBO Recommendation: $368,198 | 3.00 FTE

BHR – Site Team Manager Cut
MF_28, ($180,000), (1.00) FTE

This package would eliminate one vacant Site Team position, resulting in General
Fund discretionary savings of $82,327 and General Fund overhead resources of
$97,673. Recently the Site Team division underwent a significant reorganization.
Previously, bureau HR Business Partners were supervised by a team of three Site
Team Managers who coordinated their services and support. Under the new
structure, management of bureau business partners were merged under one
Employee Relations Manager (except the Police Site Team, which will remain
unaffected). As a result of this reorganization, two Site Team Manager positions were
reorganized to other pressing bureau needs, but a third vacant Site Team Manager
proposed for reduction has not been reallocated to another function. If this reduction
Office of Management & Finance
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FTE

Funding for this package has
two purposes: first, it would
replace the sources for two
positions that are currently
funded by interagency
agreements with PBOT and
BDS. This “pay to play” model
has led to inefficiencies in how
recruitment requisitions are
distributed across BHR analysts.
Second, this package adds an
FTE to support increased
engagement between bureaus
and BHR through the entire
recruitment process.

Number of Requisitions

Moreover, this chart below highlights the increasing demand for recruitment services
while the number of Employment and Outreach positions has remained relatively
flat.

is not taken, the position would be reclassified into a second data analyst position
within BHR that would be tasked with developing a reporting strategy, providing a
framework for the storage and retrieval of data from multiple levels of City
organization.
Due to no longer needing the site manager position, CBO recommends this reduction.
CBO supports the need for further data analytics within BHR, and if this data analyst
position cannot be funded with internal resources, CBO recommends that BHR
request funding for this position in a future budget process.
CBO Recommendation: ($180,000) | (1.00) FTE

BHR - Citywide Training Fund Cut
MF_29, ($95,000), 0.00 FTE

This reduction would eliminate the current balance of the Training Fund of $95,000,
which was created for employee tuition reimbursement and funded by administrative
fees paid by bureaus for citywide trainings. This program has had very low utilization
over the past five years, primarily due to the limited amount of funding available.
CBO notes that the elimination of this fund generates one-time resources, but that
BHR is proposed an ongoing cut. To absorb this cut beginning in FY 2019-20, the
bureau will need to identify an ongoing reduction.
As noted by the bureau, the Employer of Choice initiative identifies training and work
development as a key area; however, specific strategies and resources needed to
support these strategies have not been defined. Citywide, $4.0 million is budgeted
within bureaus for education and training needs. Historically, nearly all bureau
education funds have been spent. CBO also notes that recent DCTU and PTE 17
contracts require dedicated funds for training. DCTU employees now have access to
$200,000 per fiscal year for professional development, and there is $225,000 for
employees in Professional & Technical Employees Local 17.
CBO Recommendation: ($95,000) | 0.00 FTE

BHR – Labor Relations Coordinator Cut
MF_30, ($146,850), (1.00) FTE

This package would eliminate a Labor Relations Coordinator position, resulting in
$67,165 of General Fund discretionary savings and $79,685 General Fund overhead
resources. The Labor Relations Team supports the City’s relationships with nine labor
unions by negotiating contracts and assisting bureaus with labor issues, including
employee disciplinary issues and potential grievances.
Similar to other internal service functions, assessing the fluctuations in workload and
effectiveness of services is not easily quantified with data or performance measures.
As such, CBO has not been able to evaluate what specific impacts might result if this
position is eliminated in terms of changes to labor negotiations or bureau support,
other than to generally conclude that these functions will be performed less
effectively. Under new leadership, BHR has recently recommitted to improving its
Office of Management & Finance
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performance management efforts, engaging CBO in discussions on possible measures
of core functions while also reallocating a position to data analytics in last year’s
process, and investing in system improvements to NeoGov - the City’s system for
tracking recruitments and the hiring process. These efforts will help to quantify the
effectiveness and efficiencies of BHR programs, potentially including Labor Relations.
Specific measures for the Labor Relations Team may include measures for the
number of grievances/complaints filed, number of days to settle an agreement, and
the average cost of settlements.
Given that the City’s agreements with labor unions continue to be a key driver of
overall City costs, CBO has concerns with eliminating this position and does not
recommend this reduction.
CBO Recommendation: $0 | 0.00 FTE

BHR – Reception Services Realignment
MF_31, $0, 0.00 FTE

This reduction will allocate a share of the cost of the Office Support Specialist III
reception position in the Bureau of Human Resources to the Bureau of Technology
Services (BTS) and Risk Management, resulting in General Fund savings of
approximately $28,761 per year. Recommended as requested.
CBO Recommendation: $0 | 0.00 FTE
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CHIEF ADMINISTRATOR OFFICE
Bus Ops – Strategic Plan and Fee Study
MF_09, ($127,685), 0.00 FTE

This package reduces funding for OMF strategic planning activities, the fee study for
internal services, and a temporary position, resulting in savings of $58,399 in General
Fund discretionary and $69,286 in General Fund overhead resources.
Fee Study. Business Operations has not identified which projects would be delayed or
not addressed if the study was conducted in-house rather than contracted to an
outside consultant. CBO recommends this fee study be included within Business
Operations internal overhead allocation that is charged to the fee-based bureaus
every three years rather than funding this request within General Fund overhead
resources.
Strategic Plan. If funding is cut for the strategic plan, outreach and engagement to
inform the next steps in the OMF’s strategic plan implementation would be
conducted in-house at the opportunity cost of displacing other work. Given the need
to reprioritize resources towards other City needs, CBO recommends this reduction,
anticipating there will be little direct service impact.
Temporary staff position. Funding for a temporary staff position is used on an ad hoc
basis, most recently for an archiving project related to the Portland Building move,
but there are no planned projects for this position in FY 2018-19. Without specific
tasks or plans for this position, the impacts are unknown and so CBO recommends
this reduction.
CBO Recommendation: ($82,685) | 0.00 FTE

Bus Ops - Add Accounting Tech Position
MF_13, $60,318, 1.00 FTE

This request would add funding of $9,109 of General Fund discretionary, $10,808 in
General Fund overhead resources, and $40,401 in internal overhead resources to
fund one Accounting Tech position. As noted within the request, workload demands
have increased for the team that processes accounts payable, accounts receivable,
billings and transactions. The increase in these activities reflects the parallel
increased demand for administrative support as other direct services increase and
projects initiated across OMF
Based on the requirement of some contracts that payment is received within 30 days
of invoice, a performance target has been set that 90 percent of all invoices are paid
within 30 days. Historically, the bureau been close to achieving this target; however,
in FY 2016-17, 82 percent of invoices were paid within 30 days, reflecting an uptick in
workload. If not funded, payment to vendors will likely be delayed, potentially
impacting the City’s ability to conduct business with these vendors in the future.
To address this uptick in demand, Business Operations has implemented several
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process improvements related to how invoice processing is distributed and managed
amongst staff. Given the bureaus ability to mitigate current workload demands
within current resources, CBO believes that the funding this position is not urgent,
particularly given the limited availability of General Fund resources.
CBO Recommendation: $0 | 0.00 FTE
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BUREAU OF TECHNOLOGY SERVICES
In addition to the following budget requests, CBO has also made recommendations to
allocate Public Safety Technology reserves, which will have an anticipated balance of
$3.1 million (after accounting for personnel costs of two employees funded via these
resources). Unspent resources from the Public Safety Systems Revitalization Program
(PSSRP) created this balance, and is intended to be spent on the highest need public
safety technology projects. Earlier this fiscal year, public safety bureaus identified
$3.1 million in technology needs, including replacement of mobile digital computers
for Police; an integrated priority dispatch system and Next Gen recording, for the
Bureau of Emergency Communications; inspection software, mobile digital
computers, WiFi at stations for Portland Fire & Rescue, and consultant services for a
potential RegJIN replacement. CBO has recommended that all of these projects be
funded within these resources. To the degree that there is additional resource
available due to anticipated radio project rebates, CBO recommends these funds be
reserved either for potential RegJIN replacement project or for projects related to the
Public Safety radio system.

PC/Laptop Lifecyle Replacement Schedule
MF_05, $233,577, 0.00 FTE

This package would increase interagency costs by $233,573 including $115,860 for
General Fund bureaus, which would fund a shortened life cycle replacement schedule
of desktops and laptops from five years to four years. Bureaus have expressed issues
with older machines performing poorly or failing before they are due for
replacement, and as a result, customer bureaus have ranked this package the highest
amongst BTS’ request. Approximately three-quarters of bureau respondents
indicated that they support this package, of which 11 indicated that they were willing
to fund the package from within the bureau's resources.
The specific impact of employees using older workstations is difficult to determine.
The number of HelpDesk tickets related to issues specifically due to older machines is
not tracked, and BTS does not track the annual costs of hardware repairs that result
from older machines. However, industry standards are four to five-year replacement
cycle for desktops and a three-year replacement cycle for laptops.
The next lifecycle replacement is scheduled for October 2021. If this package is
approved, then the new cohort of replacements would begin in October 2020.
Bureaus are allowed to purchase workstation replacements outside of the scheduled
cycle within bureau resources; however, BTS established a regular replacement cycle
for all bureaus – rather than bureaus deciding upon the replacement cycle – due to
the challenges of providing support for differing hardware requirements and the
compatible software requirements.
CBO recommends this addition but without new General Fund funding, given that the
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majority of bureaus are willing to pay for the increased replacement cycle within
current resources.
CBO Recommendation: $0 | 0.00 FTE

Increased Security and Support for City’s Mobile Devices
MF_06, MF_07, $830,090, 2.00 FTE

BTS has requested funding for two packages that broadly support the secure and
efficient use of mobile devices.
Enterprise Mobile Management.
This package would increase interagency costs by $319,805 including $143,602 for
General Fund bureaus to fund the centralized management of City mobile devices
(“Enterprise Mobile Management”). Enterprise Mobile Management is intended to
address data security of mobile device and improve efficiencies in deploying and
supporting devices. Specifically, funding would support the annual
licensing/maintenance for the mobility management platform and two positions: (1)
a Support Center position that would provide mobile device technical support, mobile
application support, commercial application management of the City’s ‘app store’,
and overall support of the mobile management platform; (2) a Communications Team
position that would coordinate device procurement and enrollment as well as
support ongoing administration for devices.
Currently, there are 2,500 mobile smartphones and tablet devices deployed across
the City outside of Police. The Citywide standard for mobile devices is the Apple
iPhone and iPad; however, there is no centralized management of these devices.
These devices frequently have non-City business applications installed, exposing data
risks, and the devices require significant manual reformatting and reconfiguration
prior to redeployment for their next intended use.
Microsoft Enterprise Mobility + Security.

This package would increase interagency costs by $488,461 including $192,652 for
General Fund bureaus to fund the purchase and implementation of Microsoft
Enterprise Mobility + Security across the City, and in effect, provide increased
security and increased support for the use of Windows 10, Office 365, and cloud
services on mobile devices and laptops. More generally, this service provides the
appropriate infrastructure for reducing risks as employees increasingly rely on mobile
devices and telework options. Funding is solely for the additional licensing costs; no
additional administrative costs are associated with the package.
There two key considerations for both of these packages: first, maintaining the City’s
information security as a greater number of employees rely on mobile devices to
meet work demands; second, in the coming years the City will need to continue to
prepare for a workforce that increasingly utilizes telework and in-field options, key to
which will be ensuring that there is the appropriate technology to support this work.
Enterprise mobile management and Microsoft Enterprise Mobility + Security have
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been identified as two key steps in technology improvements to mitigate information
security risks and invest in the appropriate infrastructure for the City’s changing
workforce.
Customer bureaus supported both requests: approximately half of survey
respondents indicated that they would be willing to fund the costs of these two
packages within current resources and the remaining respondents support the
request if given funding. Bureaus which own the majority of mobile devices identified
this request as their highest priority add package in BTS (PBOT and Parks, and to a
lesser extent, BES, Water and BDS).
CBO recommends both of these packages due to the increased reliance on mobile
devices and cloud computing for conducting City business and the need to maintain
information security.
CBO Recommendation: $830,090 | 2.00 FTE

EBS Reduction Options – Tableau and Enterprise Asset
Management
MF_08, MF_10, ($328,293), (2.00) FTE

The Enterprise Business Solutions (EBS) unit within BTS is currently staffed by 28
employees who support the City’s enterprise business system, SAP, and is organized
into four functions (Finance and Logistics, Human Resource Capital, Training, and the
Technology Team.) EBS’ current plans for the upcoming year include the
implementation of four capital projects in addition to managing their regular business
processes (maintenance of SAP, yearly patch activities, service requests, new
functionality requests). These projects include the implementation of Tableau
Enterprise and the SAP Enterprise Asset Manager module, both of which are
proposed as reductions. Regardless of whether these reductions are taken, EBS plans
to move forward the SAP Success Factor Learning Management System (LMS), which
is a system for tracking trainings across the City.
Tableau Implementation Reduction
This package would eliminate a vacant position within EBS that, if not cut, would be
tasked with the implementation and support of Tableau – a data visualization
software that is used to more effectively communicate data and provide an avenue
for ad hoc analysis. One-time implementation costs of $37,500 would be covered by
underspending of prior year interagency revenues and ongoing costs would be billed
directly to those bureaus which purchase licenses. Eliminating this position would
yield $184,556 in savings, including $94,418 in the General Fund.
Currently the City owns 47 individual Tableau licenses across eleven bureaus,
including 16 in Police. An enterprise approach to Tableau allows for secure support
and potentially enhanced access to City databases. For example, Police is aiming to
create dashboards for each division, allowing for the visualization of how crime
statistics are influenced by targeted deployment of their officers and other resources.
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Moreover, an enterprise approach can be more cost efficient because of the ability to
purchase cheaper licenses for consumers of data versus the costlier analyst licenses.
Despite the role of data visualization in advancing data-driven decision-making, CBO
recommends this reduction due to the need to identify General Fund savings. This
reduction would perpetuate the inefficient approach to the purchasing of licenses,
but this reduction will not limit existing use of Tableau or restrict bureaus from
purchasing additional licenses. Moreover, the City can always revisit this addition in a
future budget process if demand for the service remains, and bureaus could fund
Tableau server out of existing budgets if it is a high enough priority.
BTS Enterprise Asset Management Implementation
This package proposes to reduce project support for the implementation of the
Enterprise Asset Management module of SAP. Eliminating this position would yield
$143,737 in savings, including $73,536 in the General Fund.
Council initially approve support for this project via authorization of implementation
support services in October 2016; however, this project had been delayed until
January 2018 following the decision of executive sponsors. The support services
consultant has noted that activity has slowed regarding BIBS implementation of the
project, potentially due to changes in personnel in the asset management team and
workload issues within the bureau, resulting in the reprioritization of staff work.
This project, as initially scoped, would roll out solely to OMF Facilities with the intent
that other bureaus could use its capabilities for work order management, creating
inventories and monitoring assets condition, capital project planning, and asset
management planning. Parks will be evaluating this module for its business needs in
the coming months and deciding whether to move forward with the project. If not
funded, both BIBS and Parks would continue to manage their work orders in the
current outdated system.
The only costs incurred thus far for this project are internal labor. The City has not
purchased the Enterprise Asset Management software from SAP or the required
service space. No costs have been incurred under the implementation services
contract due to the project delays.
Notably, BIBS has proposed a reduction to the Asset Management Team. Both of
these proposed reductions raise significant concerns about OMF’s intent to move this
project forward, and more critically, whether the need for increased asset
management is being appropriately prioritized amongst other demands, especially
given the current annual major maintenance funding gap of $6.7 million for OMF
Facilities’ assets. Given these concerns, EBS may need to evaluate whether to move
forward with Enterprise Asset Management, and if not, how to avoid sunk costs and
lower interagency costs to customer bureaus. CBO does not recommend this
reduction at this time but flags these issues for Council’s attention.
CBO Recommendation: ($184,556) | (1.00) FTE
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Public Safety Radio Template Development
MF_11, ($122,401), (1.00) FTE

This reduction would eliminate the Radio Template Programmer position (Electronic
Technician II) on the Radio Engineering and Support team, yielding total interagency
savings of $122,401 including $48,710 in the General Fund. This position is part of a
five-person team that is responsible for public safety radio template programming
services supporting approximately 8,000 radios for more than 80 user agencies, and
about 600 templates. Essentially, every radio used by a public safety agency must be
processed by this team before being deployed into service. Eliminating this position
would result in delayed radio deployment to both first responders and second
responders, such as the Water Bureau, PBEM and other regional government
agencies.
Due to the important nature of this service in supporting public safety bureaus, CBO
does not recommend this reduction.
CBO Recommendation: $0 | 0.00 FTE

Text Archiving Service Reduction
MF_14, ($151,968), 0.00 FTE

This reduction would eliminate funding for the text archiving service for City business
on City-owned cell phones, saving $151,968 in interagency costs including $76,226 in
the General Fund. This service was initially purchased as a result of a FY 2017-18
budget note that directed the City Attorney’s Office and the Bureau of Technology
Services to implement this automatic archiving. Oregon Public Records law requires
that text messages and social media account activity meet all applicable retention
and retrieval requirements as other documents.
BTS is currently implementing this service on 2,000 City-owned devices; Police,
elected official offices, and the bureau directors are already enrolled in the service. If
this reduction is taken, employees would be tasked with manually archiving texts.
The average time and process for manually archiving text messages has not been
defined, but suffice to say, resorting back to manually archiving would be notably
burdensome and inefficient use of employees’ time. Moreover, prior practices of
archiving were neither comprehensive nor consistent, putting the City at risk for noncompliance with public records, archiving, and litigation retention requirements.
CBO has significant concerns with the reasoning as to why this service was offered as
a reduction. Adding text message archiving was a priority explicitly communicated by
Council via budget note as part of the FY 2017-18 Adopted Budget. Cutting this
service puts the City at risk for being out of compliance with records retention laws.
As such, this reduction is not recommended.
CBO Recommendation: $0 | 0.00 FTE

Continuity of Operations Planning
MF_15, ($128,463), (1.00) FTE
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This reduction would eliminate funding for the Continuity of Operations Planning
position, saving $128,463 in interagency costs including $55,876 in the General Fund.
Council approved this position, to be funded by interagency revenues, in the FY 201718 Adopted Budget. To date, this position is unfilled. This Senior Business Systems
Analyst is intended to help mitigate threats to the City’s information and technology
systems in the case of a natural or manmade disaster. The position is expected to
create and monitor a technology continuity plan, assist in annual testing of the plan,
and monitor progress toward mitigation of threats to information and technology
assets.
Based on the Citywide risk associated with potential natural and human-caused
disasters and the enterprise value in mitigating those risks, CBO previously
recommended this position. CBO does not recommend this reduction due to the
critical need for disaster planning; however, CBO does have concerns with putting
forward cut for a position that has been a bureau priority several years and places the
City at significant risk.
CBO Recommendation: $0 | 0.00 FTE

BTS – Stores and Procurement Services Reduction
MF_16, ($171,889), (1.00) FTE

This reduction package would eliminate the BTS Stores and Procurement Supervisor
who supervises the team responsible for reviewing and processing all City hardware
and software requests, saving $171,889 in interagency costs including $74,762 in the
General Fund. If this position is eliminated, the bureau has not yet determined how
this team would supervised or how responsibilities would be distributed.
On average, the team reviews 380 orders per month in addition to regular software
licensing renewals. Assuming that responsibilities are redistributed across the Stores
and Procurement Team, processing time may increase by 15-20%, and in addition,
there may decreased management of software licensing. Currently, the Stores team
is four weeks behind in processing orders.
CBO has concerns as to whether this reduction is in the best interest of customer
bureaus. As such, CBO does not recommend the reduction.
CBO Recommendation: $0 | 0.00 FTE

Enterprise Architecture Reductions
MF_17, MF_18, ($354,277), (2.00) FTE

These reduction packages would eliminate two of three positions within BTS
Enterprise Architecture team, the primary role of which is to proactively understand
business needs of bureaus, the underlying systems and technologies that support
these needs, and their interdependencies, and then plan for future needs with
considerations for industry and technology trends. Eliminating these positions would
result in interagency savings totaling $354,277 including $154,091 in the General
Fund. These reduction packages would effectively end the City’s enterprise
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architecture program and activities.
BTS submitted these reductions following feedback from customers who asked for
greater focus on customer service and on partnering on technology projects. This
reduction, if taken, would mark a central shift away from BTS’ role in managing
enterprise needs and moving towards a more decentralized role that is driven
primarily by customer needs. The risk of discontinuing the enterprise architecture
function is a less purposeful approach to citywide system planning, potentially
resulting in disparate systems and the inefficient replacement and creation of new
systems within the City. For example, these positions have assisted with the recent
needs assessment of the telework pilot, the electronic signatures implementation,
and continued support for the technology needs of the Portland Building project.
Due to the central role of enterprise architecture in directing how technology will be
used to better provide City services, CBO does not recommend reductions to this
team (MF_17 and MF_18).
CBO Recommendation: $0 | 0.00 FTE

BTS Internship Programs
MF_19, MF_36, ($183,120), 0.00 FTE

BTS has proposed the reduction of two internship programs: the Support Center
Internship Program (eight positions), and the Customer Relations and Information
Security Internship Program (two positions). These positions are primarily filled by
students and recent graduates from Portland Community College and Portland State
University. These internship programs have two key benefits: First, interns are tasked
with less complex tasks, sometime repetitive in nature, which allows higher-level
analysts to address more complex problems. Eliminating the internship program
would shift these easier tasks onto these analysts, resulting in less efficient and
costlier process for addressing basic technology issues of City employees. Second, the
program is intended to recruit diverse candidates and the retain the successful
interns as full-time employees.
Support Center Intern Program
Approximately 20% of Help Desk and Desktop Support work tickets are closed by
employees in the internship program. Specific performance impacts of eliminating
the program include the following, as estimated by the bureau: the number of tickets
resolved by the HelpDesk are expected to decrease from a monthly average of 2600
to 1850, and same day ticket resolution goals are expected to decrease from the
current rate of 70% to 48%. Overall, this will have some impact on employee
productivity across the City.
Interns have gone on to become permanent City employees both in BTS and in other
bureaus. In the last five-year period, four have become permanent BTS employees,
and two are currently serving in temporary assignments. Of the eight interns in the
Support Center program, three identify as nonwhite. This total program costs
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$133,120, including funding of $66,064 from General Fund bureaus.
Customer Relations and Information Security Internship Program
The internship programs in Customer Relations Division and Information Security are
much smaller: the Customer Relations program is new this year (and unfilled); the
Information Security team has had one intern each year over the past four years.
These internship program have not retained any of the interns as permanent
employees. Due to the smaller size of these programs and various responsibilities of
the interns, assessing the workload and performance impact of the program is
difficult to quantify. The bureau does not have estimates on the amount of time
spent overseeing interns in this program, and so it is inconclusive as to what extent
the value of the projects completed by the interns exceeds the time spent managing
the intern. The costs of these two programs is $50,000, including funding of $21,747
from General Fund bureaus.
Due to the efficiencies gained via the Customer Relations Internship Program, CBO
does not recommend this reduction. The internship programs in Customer Relations
and Information Security have relatively little costs, and so CBO does not believe that
reallocating these program costs via this reduction exceed the benefits of the
program.
CBO Recommendation: $0 | 0.00 FTE

BTS – Public Safety Reporting Service Reduction
MF_33, ($81,657), (1.00) FTE

This package would reduce an applications developer that supports the reporting
function of the Regional Justice Information Network (RegJIN) --- a records
management system shared by 30+ regional public safety agencies. The reporting
functions provided by this position are not needed to maintain the system, and
reporting is only periodically requested. This system is supported by 4.13 FTE in BTS
in addition to positions within the Police Bureau, and staffing has not changed since
the planned level of sustained support in March 2014.
As reported in recent months, several regional agencies have discontinued
participation in the system due to being cumbersome and requiring significant time
for frontline officers to complete reports. While concerns about the functionality of
the system are the most pressing issue, a larger concern is the possibility of public
safety officials resorting to a decentralized approach to records management, limiting
the effectiveness of case management. Moreover, as partner jurisdictions exit the
system, their portions of costs are reallocated to participants, increasing their annual
costs --- and mostly significantly, the City of Portland’s costs. Specifically, the City’s
costs are expected to increase by $1.2 million due to the exit of several partner
jurisdictions over the past year. However, the reduction of this position would not
impact the interface demands that being requested by regional partners.
This position costs $81,657 and is fully funded with interagency revenues from the
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Police Bureau to BTS. Due to the lesser need of this position amongst the more dire
demands of RegJIN, CBO believes that this cut could be taken without significantly
increasing operational risks and so recommends the reduction. The Police Bureau has
expressed concerns how this reduction may be perceived by the RegJIN partner
agencies. Additionally, CBO notes that BTS offered this reduction, despite the Police
Bureau’s feedback during the budget process, indicating that this reduction was less
impactful than other potential reductions to their base budget. At this time, CBO
does not recommend this reduction.
CBO Recommendation: $0 | 0.00 FTE

BTS Applications Development Reductions
MF_34, MF_35, ($275,623), (2.00) FTE

BTS has proposed the reduction of two application development services positions.
The first position supports mobile application development, and the second position
supports customer billing of third-party applications and billing data that is requested
by smaller City bureaus. Within BTS, there are 30 application analyst positions, of
which eleven are not dedicated to bureau specific projects – including the two
proposed for reductions.
Mobile Application Development (MF_34)
The City’s adoption of Smart Cities and Open Data initiatives may be impacted by
reduced support for mobile application development if this reduction is taken. The
position proposed for reduction is planned to serve as the BTS point of contact for
these two initiatives and coordinate initiative needs with various in BTS, including
Production Services, EGovernment, CGIS, Information Security. This position also
supports the team that develops mobile functionalities like PDX Reporter and Safe
Routes PDX. Clearly, these areas are key priorities for the City and important in
moving the City towards more efficient technology solutions and data-driven
decision-making. If this reduction is taken, BTS will need to continually reprioritize the
demands of its application analysts, and specifically, how it will address Council
priorities. Eliminating this position would result in interagency savings of $131,717
including $20,485 in the General Fund.
BTS – Application Development Services #2, MF_35
This position was identified for reduction because its elimination would result in a
lesser impact on bureaus due its primarily internal function. The demand for
reporting by this position to smaller bureaus has been low, and the bureau believes
that these functions could be absorbed into current staffing. Future requests for
reporting would be managed by BTS as a billable service using staff augmentation or
flexible services, thus resulting in a slightly higher cost to bureaus. There are no
current project tasks assigned to this position. Eliminating this position would result
in interagency savings of $143,906 including $22,381 in the General Fund.
OMF has internally ranked this project as 24th of 42 decision packages. Due to the
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need for application support across the City, CBO does not recommend this reduction
at this time.
CBO Recommendation: $0 | 0.00 FTE

BTS – Project Business Analysis Services
MF_54, ($178,913), (1.00) FTE

This package would eliminate a Senior Business Systems Analysts within BTS’ Project
Management Office, resulting in interagency savings of $178,913 including $77,815 in
the General Fund. This position assists bureaus with analyzing the business needs and
functional requirements for technology solutions, which bureaus typically purchase
to support the procurement and implementation of new technology. Currently slated
for this position is supporting the Telesoft project for BTS Communications, Bureau of
Emergency Communication’s scheduling replacement software, and a process
mapping exercise for PBEM.
The value of business analysis is indisputable: defining the problem, requirements,
and functionality are essential to implementing new technology that meets bureau
needs and limits unnecessary costs.
CBO has concerns about the uptake on this service and whether the current hourly
rate has priced most bureaus out of using the service. The current market rate for
similar services is $110 - $175/hour whereas the billable rate charged by Project
Management Office is $95/hour. Despite being lower cost than market, it is not clear
what percent of bureaus utilized BTS business analysis service for procurements, and
what percent opt for outside services (either due to specific expertise or a greater
ability to scope the service and control the number of billable hours). In 2017, the
total number of hours billed for this position was approximately 1,820 hours across
four different bureaus for about 10 different projects, indicating that the position is
fully utilized. On average, business analysis services cost $17,000 per project.
Having in-house capacity for business systems analysis may provide a broader
perspective of system dependencies and City processes. BTS has also prioritized this
reduction as being the least desirable. CBO does not recommend this reduction
because of the potential gains in procuring technology systems that best meet the
City’s business needs.
CBO Recommendation: $0 | 0.00 FTE

BUREAU OF REVENUE AND FINANCIAL SERVICES
Support Revenue Collection
MF_23, MF_22, MF_21 $2,468,848 8.00 FTE

The Bureau of Revenue and Financial Services (BFRS) submitted three packages that
are designed to support its revenue collection activities: a request to increase utility
franchise and audit support ($148,750), a request for continued support of the IRS
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Data Exchange Program ($501,464), and a request to fund five additional tax
collection staff for three years ($1,818,434).
Generally speaking, CBO is supportive of requests where the marginal benefit of
additional revenue collection activities outweighs the marginal cost, assuming a
robust methodology for these calculations.
Increase Utility Franchise/Audit Support. This request is for an ongoing program
coordinator position and for one-time materials and services support. The Office for
Community Technology (OCT) added a permanent utility franchise auditor position in
FY 2017-18, after a two-year limited term position showed a positive return on
investment. OCT went from an average of six audits per year to 33 audits open
currently. Billings against open audits continue to increase, with $2.8 million in audit
findings outstanding in the current fiscal year, but the division is falling behind on the
collection of audit findings due to limited staff support.

Actual and Billed Recoveries
Fiscal Year
2015-16
2016-17
2017-18
Total

Billing or Pending Receivable
$802,808
$1,967,870
$2,818,773
$5,589,451

One-time Recovery (Actual)
Note
$802,808
$700,083 $1,267,787 in dispute
$1,502,891

This new position will augment the work of the auditor position, and is projected to
increase revenues by an additional $850,000 to $2.37 million (ongoing) by providing
intensive internal review of initial audit findings and monitoring corporate
compliance with closed audits. The position will also expedite the renegotiation of
legacy franchises (see chart below).

Estimated Ongoing Recoveries with 1.0 additional staff
Recovery Category

Recovery Base

Franchise Renewals

$2,326,635

Closed audit
residual compliance

$500,964
$6,681,227

Tentative audit
findings needing
review

Basis of estimate
2.5% - 5.0% increase
upon renewal

Low Estimate

High estimate

$58,166

$116,332

25%-30% recovery
upon follow-up

$125,241

$250,482

10% - 30% recovery
upon review and
billing

$668,123

$2,004,368

Total

$851,530

$2,371,182

CBO recommends the addition of a limited term program manager to support the
review and monitoring of franchise audit findings. Prior to requesting ongoing
funding and position authority for the position in future budget years, OCT should
report back on the ROI of the limited term position as outlined in the three categories
in the table above. Given the heightened pressure for effective advocacy and
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litigation to preserve rights-of-way authority at the municipal level, CBO also
recommends a one-time $20,000 augmentation of the division’s materials and
services allocation for enhanced policy and legal activities.
Continue IRS Data Exchange Program. The IRS Data Exchange program was originally
established in FY 2013-14. At a basic level, the program accesses IRS tax data and
matches it with local tax data to determine whether there are discrepancies. For
three years the program had a substantial negative ROI, but breakthroughs made in
the program’s application late in FY 2016-17 have contributed to positive ROI
projections in the current fiscal year and going forward.
Given the positive ROI projected in FY 2018-19, the as-yet untapped expansion of this
program from non-filers to an analysis of the discrepancy in taxes paid, and the high
value of continued access to this data upon implementation of an integrated tax
system in the future, CBO recommends continued funding for this program in FY
2018-19. Given limited ongoing General Fund resources, CBO recommends $501,464
in one-time General Fund resources. As the division moves toward implementation of
an integrated tax system, which it currently intends to finance via a benefits-based
model, it will be important to understand what ongoing resources will be required
from the General Fund to maintain access to IRS data in that operational
environment. It will also be critical to incorporate the full cost of this program into
the renegotiation of the tax collection IGA with the County since the County will also
benefit substantially from this work.
Add Tax Collection Staff for Three Years. The Revenue Division is requesting $1.8
million in one-time General Fund resources to support 3.0 additional Tax Collection
Specialist IV positions, 1.0 Tax Collection Specialist V position, and 1.0 Business
Systems Analyst position over three years. The request also includes approximately
$350,000 in additional materials and services funding. Three years of funding is being
requested because the Integrated Tax System, which is expected to result in
collection efficiencies, will not be in place for another three years.
The Revenue Division notes that the total number of Business License Tax accounts
has increased by 52% (33,000 accounts) over the past several years. The increased
number of accounts generates additional customer service workload and account
maintenance work for the division; the spike in workload has caused the Revenue
Division to pull staff away from collections activity to help support basic account
maintenance and tax return document entry. By adding additional staff to support
account maintenance, document entry, and customer service, the division will be
able to keep greater staff focus on collection activities for a greater portion of the
year.
The increased revenue collection noted in the package narrative is an estimate of
taxes that will continue to be collected by forestalling a decline in the overall
compliance rate; these positions are not expected to generate additional revenue for
City through increased collections activity, but are expected to help maintain current
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compliance rates through a period of increased workload for the division.
The methodology to determine the Business License Tax Gap has not changed since
FY 2003-04, meaning that it has not been updated to reflect assumptions about the
number of accounts that will ultimately be exempt (in particular, the explosion of BLT
accounts due to growth in private-for-hire services like Uber and Lyft). That said, to
the degree that the Revenue Division is pulling staff from other higher value
collection activities due to increased time spent on customer service and more basic
tax document entry activities, driving lower estimated compliance rates, additional
limited term tax collection staff may be warranted.
CBO recommends 3.0 limited term Tax Collection Specialist IV positions be added in
FY 2018-19, with the expectation that the Division will report back to Council on the
impact of these positions on compliance rates and preserved revenue collection prior
to requesting additional funds in future years. CBO does not recommend the addition
of a Tax Collection Specialist V or the Business Systems Analyst position at this time,
nor the additional materials and services budget, as the impact of these positions on
the immediate workload needs in the Revenue Division is less clear and there are
other immediate needs for one-time resources. The one-time materials and services
requirements for the 3.0 limited term positions should be managed within OMF’s
existing resources.
CBO Recommendation: $881,016 | 6.00 FTE

Cut Open Signal Community Media Services
MF_24 ($288,018), (0.00) FTE

This package would substantially reduce the City’s support to Open Signal (formerly
Portland Community Media), reducing the annual General Fund-funded grant by
$288,018 from the base amount of $912,514. OMF has put forward similar reduction
options in recent years, though historically the proposed reductions have been in the
5% range. The City’s support of Open Signal is funded from General Fund Resources
and tied to an annual inflation factor4. The organization also receives operational
funding from other community organizations and program fees.
In addition to the City’s General Fund-funded support of Open Signal, the
organization also receives an annual allocation from the OCT-staffed Mount Hood
Regulatory Cable Commission (MHCRC) Capital Fund. These capital funds are
restricted under cable services franchise agreements to fund capital costs related to
use and content on the community media channels. The chart below shows Open
Signal’s operating and capital resources in recent years:

4

From 1981 through FY 1996-97, the City allocated 40% of cable franchise fees to Open Signal (then known as
Portland Cable Access) for annual operating costs. This “pass-through” of cable franchise fees was ended by the
City in FY 97-98 due to Measure 50 impact on the City’s budget, and Open Signal’s operations funding was
reduced to $624,161 with an annual increase based on CPI. Since that time, operations funding to Open Signal
has been provided from General Fund resources rather than as a proportion of cable franchise fees.
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Operating Grant - City of Portland
Other Grant Revenue

FY 12-13
FY 13-14
FY 14-15
FY 15-16
FY 16-17
$878,194
$829,893
$845,661
$865,957
$840,557
$418,894

Program Fees
Miscellaneous Income
Operations Totals

$177,948
$22,256
$1,497,292

Capital Fund - MHCRC

$978,598

Totals

$177,843

$201,747

$512,047

$50,095
$305,727
$370,594
$320,850
$26,407
$72
$1,065
$1,809
$906,395 $1,329,303 $1,439,363 $1,675,263
$980,830

$903,201

$952,531

$989,255

$2,475,890 $1,887,225 $2,232,504 $2,391,894 $2,664,518

The City’s General Fund support of Open Signal is in alignment with the Digital Equity
Action Plan, and many of the classes and services offered by Open Signal either have
scholarships geared toward low income, minority, and immigrant populations or have
program fees that are heavily subsidized for all participants. The specific impact of
this reduction package would be to reduce 5.0 FTE of Open Signal’s 21.75 FTE staff.
This reduction would limit the ability of Open Signal to conduct outreach, reduce
media education programs, and result in higher program fees and reduced hours.
The City’s agreement with Open Signal expired at the end of FY 2016-17, but was
renewed for one year to allow for renegotiations of services provided and ensure
alignment with City priorities. In the coming months, OCT staff will negotiate two
separate but related grant agreements: one between the City and Open Signal for the
operations funding, and the other between the MHCRC and Open Signal for the
restricted capital funding derived from the cable franchise agreements.
Simultaneously, the City has contracted a consultant to provide recommendations on
the organizational location of OCT and the City’s approach to public technology more
generally (OCT Budget Note, FY 2017-18 Adopted Budget).
The digital equity services and community media education provided by Open Signal
are clearly in alignment with the City’s equity goals5, and substantial reductions in
these services would have a negative impact on the community. However, given the
ongoing contract negotiations around Open Signal’s contract, potential changes to
the City’s approach to engaging the public around technology more generally, and
the need to realign limited General Fund resources toward immediate Council
priorities, CBO recommends a $72,000 reduction to the Open Signal contract. This
reduction from $912,514 to $840,514 represents a 7.9% reduction of the FY 2018-19
base funding for Open Signal6.
CBO Recommendation: ($72,000), 0.00 FTE

5

See Open Signal annual report here: https://www.opensignalpdx.org/uploads/documents/Open-SignalWinter-2018-Catalog-Annual-Report_LowRes.pdf
6
This reduces the City’s support of Open Signal’s operation budget to FY 2016-17 levels. Historically, reductions
to the Open Signal contract would have been restricted to the average reduction across City bureaus due to the
terms of the contract. Because the contract expires at the end of the current fiscal year, this provision does not
apply.
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Procurement - Cut Admin, Equity, Outreach, Training
MF_25, ($221,245) (1.00 FTE)

This package puts forward multiple reduction options in the Bureau of Revenue
and Financial Services Procurement Division, including the elimination of a Sr.
Administrative Specialist position ($105,000), the reduction of materials and
services support to the Prime Contractor Development program ($66,860), other
materials and services reductions ($49,385 from Minority Evaluator Program,
sustainability and training), and a reduction to materials and services that would
be offset by recognizing increased ongoing revenues from the procurement card
rebates ($50,000).
Sr. Administrative Specialist reduction. This $105,000 reduction would eliminate a
Sr. Administrative Specialist, with a request for one-time bridge funding. The
package narrative indicates that insufficient funding makes it difficult for
Procurement to be responsive to customer needs with reduced staff. However, an
analysis of Procurement’s historical spending indicates the division has been
carrying high vacancies, and its FY 2018-19 base personal services budget is more
than $600,000 higher than actual personal services spending in any of the past
three years. The division could likely retain this Sr. Administrative Specialist by
realigning a vacant position.
It is not possible to quantify the impact of eliminating this position on
Procurement customer service levels, as the division does not currently have
measures that track service from a customer experience perspective (i.e. full cycle
timeline for contract execution). The package narrative indicates the workload of
this position is primarily geared toward support of the social equity programs
discussed above, and support to the Chief Procurement Officer (CPO), rather than
to direct customer bureau support. However, in light of the challenges the division
is facing in defining its base customer service levels and the development of
meaningful customer-centric performance measures – both critical issues for
customers during OMF Funding Model discussion – CBO’s recommendation is that
the Procurement Division retain the position and/or resource flexibility to support
the incoming CPO during these efforts.
External Materials and Services Reduction. This $116,245 reduction option would
primarily reduce materials and services spending on sponsorships for the Minority
Evaluator Program and reduce technical assistance for DMWESBs under the Prime
Contractor Development Program. Current allocations for the Minority Evaluator
Program and the Prime Contractor Development Program are $99,000 and
$178,000, respectively.
The purpose of the Minority Program Evaluator (MEP) program is to engage
diverse members of the community into the City’s procurement evaluation and
contracting process, while the Prime Contractor Development Program (PCDP) is a
tiered technical assistance program for state-certified DMWESBs. The proposed
MEP reduction option will reduce the amount of outreach and the number of
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sponsorships the program can provide. The reduction in sponsorships may impact
the program’s ability to recruit new and additional evaluators to participate in the
program at a time when the overall number of contracts across the City is
increasing.
In November 2017, Council approved three interrelated resolutions that are
intended to both standardize and expand the City’s efforts to increase the
workforce participation of disadvantaged, minority-owned, women-owned, and
emerging small businesses (DMWESB) in contracting. One of the resolutions
directs OMF and OEHR to develop a Community Opportunities and Enhancements
Program (COEP) and funding plan. Preliminary estimates indicate that the funding
for the new program – set at 1% of all public improvement projects - will exceed
$1 million annually. This funding will be directed toward programming to support
the development of DMWESB contractors in the workforce and encourage their
participation in the City’s procurement process.
While CBO understands that the COEP is intended to build on and add to existing
services – and not replace funding for existing services – it does represent a
substantial expansion of City programming around social equity and contracting,
and CBO recommends that OMF give consideration as to whether there are
synergies, efficiencies or other alignments with the current Prime Contractor
Development Program. CBO recommends that the full materials and services
allocations of the PCDP be reduced on an ongoing basis ($178,000) in order to fund
other urgent City priorities, as well as the proposed materials and services
reductions for MEP, sustainability, and training ($49,385 total). However, CBO also
recommends one-time bridge funding for these programs of $227,385. In the
current year, these ongoing reductions will have no impact on service levels and
the bridge funding will allow time for the incoming Chief Procurement Officer to
perform a “deep dive” into Procurement service provision and funding model as
referenced in the package narrative.
In sum, CBO recommends the offset of General Fund resources with rebate
revenue ($50,000), an ongoing reduction of materials and services spending for
MEP, sustainability, and training, ($49,385), and an ongoing reduction of external
materials and services spending in the Prime Contract Development Program
($178,000). CBO further recommends a one-time addback of $227,385 in materials
and services spending.
CBO Recommendation: ($277,385 ongoing), $227,385 one-time I 0.00 FTE

Accounting - Cut Admin, Overtime, Consulting, Training
MF_26, ($126,545) (0.50 FTE)

This package puts forward a $73,260 materials and services reduction and a $53,285
personal services reduction in the Accounting Division of the Bureau of Revenue and
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Financial Services.
The division’s actual external materials and services spending has hovered between
$80,000 and $120,000 in recent years; with this reduction, the division’s EMS budget
would be reduced to approximately $50,000. In FY 2016-17 the division experienced a
$146,760 reduction in ongoing General Fund resources, inclusive of a 26.7%
reduction in its EMS budget, followed by a smaller reduction of $20,000 to its EMS
budget in FY 2017-18.
Despite these budget cuts, the division has managed to meet or exceed its
performance goals. In recent years, division management initiated a substantial
reorganization and process improvement efforts that have reduced the days required
to produce the CAFR from 180 days to 120 days. The Division has also ensured there
are zero audit deficiencies in the CAFR for the past several years.
The proposed materials and services reductions would hamper the division’s ability to
effectively implement the new CAFR production software that is currently being
procured, and limit the amount of training accounting staff will receive on upcoming
GASB changes.
The proposed personnel services reductions would reduce an Operational Accounting
OSS II position to half-time and reduce the division’s flexibility to bring on temporary
staff or utilize overtime during CAFR production.
Given the risk to key performance measures that ultimately impact the City’s financial
health and limited flexibility within the division’s current resources, CBO does not
recommend further reducing the division’s materials and services or personnel
services budget.
CBO Recommendation: $0.00, 0.00 FTE

Grants Management - Cut Support for Grants, Special
Appropriations, CEIP
MF_27, ($38,334), (0.00 FTE)

This package would reduce personal services resources in the Grants Management
Division (GMD) by $38,334. The impact of this package would be to eliminate a
limited term OSS III position, which is currently supported by interagency agreements
with Water, PBOT, and Facilities Services, with GMD using that interagency resource
to backfill the reduced personal services budget. The limited term OSS III position,
which is currently filled by a temporary CSA, was added during the FY 2017-18 Fall
BMP and is anticipated to be funded by interagency agreements for three years.
GMD has also taken on the management of Special Appropriations in the last
several years; this includes both the administration of ongoing grants and the
management of the competitive grant process. An additional grants analyst
position was added to manage this body of work, though the division provided an
analysis that indicates the actual workload associated with Special Appropriations
management may be greater than can be managed by 1.0 FTE.
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Given the increasing workload in GMD and relatively small staff available to
redistribute workload, CBO does not recommend reducing the division’s personnel
resources. Going forward, as the Community Opportunities and Enhancements
Program is further developed, it will be critical that the program funding (1% of all
public improvement projects) include an administrative carveout for grants
management support in the GMD. As part of the program development, CBO also
recommends that OMF consider efficiencies that could be gained from greater
programmatic alignment between GMD staff and Procurement’s social equity
program staff.
CBO Recommendation: $0.00, 0.00 FTE

BUREAU OF INTERNAL BUSINESS SERVICES
Facilities Services Staff Requests
The budget guidance to internal service funds directed them to bring forward
reduction options that bring down rates for customer bureaus. In particular, the
guidance directed internal service funds to focus these reductions on broadly
allocated indirect, overhead, and corporate-type charges. Embedded in the Facilities
Services rates are two primary indirect charges: the allocation for BIBS administration
and the division’s interagency agreement with OMF-Business Operations. These
indirect costs represent a substantial and growing administrative cost that is passed
through the customer bureaus when it is allocated across the division’s various rates.
The BIBS administration costs, which are allocated out across BIBS divisions including
Facilities Services, have increased by over 160%7 in the past five years:
FY 2014-15
BIBS
ADMIN/MFOP000071

$387,803

FY 2015-16
$768,388

FY 2016-17
$840,233

FY 2017-18
$1,176,043

FY 2018-19
$1,009,659

(PS, EMS, IMS)
5-year increase
5-year % increase
Compound growth rate

$621,856
160.35%
27.03%

Similarly, the Business Operations interagency charge to Facilities Services has
increased substantially in recent years, growing by almost 78% over the past five
years8:

7

BIBS Administration increased by 6.0 FTE during this time period, 3.0 of which are new staff and 3.0 of which are
existing staff reassigned to BIBS Administration from BIBS divisions.
8
The overall growth rate for the IA-funded portion of OMF-Bus Ops has grown at an annualized growth rate of 4%;
this increase has disproportionately affected Facilities Services because the IA is allocated by total fund size.
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FY 2014-15
Bus-Ops Facilities IA

$467,158

5-year increase
5-year % increase
Compound growth rate

$363,094
77.72%
15.46%

FY 2015-16
$629,465

FY 2016-17
$692,787

FY 2017-18
$732,755

FY 2018-19
$830,252

Many of the reduction options put forward by Facilities Services do not focus on
the cost of service, on bringing down the rates themselves, but are in many cases
direct service reductions that reduce to the total interagency charge to bureaus by
decreasing the quantity or quality of services purchased or service availability but
do not, ultimately, reduce rates charged to customer bureaus. While both types of
reduction are likely to have an impact on service levels, this is a critical distinction
and there is little purpose in taking many of the reduction options put forward by
Facilities Services, as they do not ultimately reduce the rates that are charged to
customers.
A reduction package was put forward from BIBS administration (MF_58), but no
reduction options were put forward to reduce the impact of interagency funded
Business Operations on the rates charged by Facilities Services (or other internal
service funds). To the degree that future budget guidance directs similar rate
reduction options in the future, CBO recommends that division management and
Business Operations support staff work together to focus on options to reduce the
cost of services provided to customer bureaus.

Facilities Services Staff Reductions
MF_43, MF_44, MF_41, MF_42, MF_45, MF_40, ($814,510), (7.00) FTE

Facilities Services put forward six decisions packages totaling $814,510 that would
eliminate seven positions: a senior management analyst, a dispatch position, a
construction project manager, a construction project specialist, two facilities
maintenance technicians, and the asset management program coordinator.
In attempting to analyze the impact of these various reduction options, it became
clear that the division is currently operating with a much higher employee count than
would otherwise be expected, and the division is utilizing flexibility in its corporate
rate and direct billing to customers to support approximately 10 double-filled
positions in a division with 38 authorized positions. For example, the Senior
Management position is currently vacant, and the workload described in the package
narrative is actually being performed by two employees (one regular and one double
filled) that are supported by the division’s corporate rate. In this situation, it is
difficult to assess the operational impact of eliminating the senior management
analyst position, since it is this vacancy that is partially supporting the division’s
ability to carry double filled employees. Aside from HR rules limiting this practice,
CBO recommends that the division return to traditional budgeting of employees in
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authorized positions to increase transparency for both customer bureaus and the
public.
Generally speaking, the Facilities Services division is struggling through a transition
phase. Results from the division’s customer service survey indicate that customers
are not satisfied with the level of communications and expertise they receive from
the division. In recent years, the division has received approval to add multiple
positions to improve its ability to respond to customer demands and address its
workload, and has recently instituted changes to its work order prioritization process
in order to help meet customer needs while addressing preventive maintenance. At
this time, CBO does not recommend any of the Facilities Services staff reductions, as
they do not generally align with the intent of the budget guidance (i.e. most of these
reductions will not result in a reduction to rates charged to bureaus), and they are
likely to further reduce customer satisfaction and/or delay the development of a
more robust asset management practice within the division.
CBO Recommendation: $0.00, 0.00 FTE

Facilities Services Staff Additions
MF_48, MF_49, MF_52, $379,739 4.0 FTE

Facilities Services is requesting the addition of 4.0 FTE, including two additional
dispatchers, an additional FMT apprentice, and an additional Utility Worker II
position.
The division notes that it is relying on temporary staff to assist with a spike in work
order requests that must be fielded by dispatchers, and that the failure to add
permanent staff may delay the dispatch of FMTs or Utility Workers to address
customer demands. However, updated data on the actual increase in workload (total
work order demands) is not currently available from the division, and it seems
possible that the workload increase may be a temporary spike due to the recent
relocation of Portland Building staff to new locations. The division is currently utilizing
savings from the Portland Building being offline to support additional dispatch
services in its corporate rate. Prior to adding permanent dispatch staff, CBO would
recommend that the division compare year over year work order data to assess
annual demand, and assess whether or not the current increase in workload is
temporary in nature.
CBO would also recommend the division undertake a current and continual work
order analysis to determine a) a reasonable and attainable annual work plan for
preventive maintenance and annualized estimates for demand maintenance work
orders and b) an estimate of annual customer demand work orders that are billed to
customers. Currently, both of these work types are addressed by the same staff billed
out to different funding sources; it may be reasonable to create a distinction between
customer-billed demand work orders and preventive and demand maintenance work
orders, such that customer-billed demand staff can be scaled appropriately and a
separate maintenance team can focus on preventive and demand maintenance that
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is billed to building-specific operations and maintenance budgets. Absent this type of
analysis and updated information on demand, it is difficult to assess an appropriate
staffing level to address both work types. The implementation of a new work order
system will help address this information gap.
The division is currently employing three Utility Worker II positions, one of which is
an authorized FTE and two of which are double-filled positions and are presumably
being supported by customer billings9. CBO recommends 1.0 additional FTE for a
Utility Worker II position, with the understanding that the position will direct bill
customers for demand work orders. Ultimately, this will reduce the workload on FMT
staff to address customer demand work orders, allowing them time to focus on
higher-skilled preventive and demand maintenance.
CBO Recommendation: $0.00, 1.00 FTE

Jasmine Block Building Funding
MF_32, $22,335,250, 0.00 FTE

This request is to appropriate $2.6 million in General Fund one-time resources and
$19.7 million in bond proceeds for the Jasmine Block project led by PSU. The
purpose of the $22.3 million project is to fund the development of 30,000 square
feet of City-owned space in the Jasmine Block building. This calculates to
approximately $745 per square foot total cost to the City to occupy the space. The
total building cost is estimated to be $99.5 million for 199,000 square feet. The
actual “occupant area” square footage occupied by the City will be closer to 23,000
square feet based on the PSU projections. Partner organizations, in addition to
PSU, include OHSU and PCC.
OMF-Facilities Services has not yet completed a tenancy study to evaluate tenancy
options for the downtown core, but at this point, OMF anticipates that BPS will
occupy the newly constructed space at the Jasmine Block. BPS currently occupies
22,457 square feet in the 1900 Building, and BDS employees currently in 31,964
square feet of out-leased space will be moved to the 1900 Building; the viability of
this plan depends on purchasing smaller standardized kits of furniture for BDS – a
cost which is not currently included in total project costs. It is also not clear
whether bringing in BDS from currently out-leases space is a viable plan to keep
the 1900 Building fully occupied, given that BDS staff numbers tend to be cyclical
with economic trends. A business case analysis has not been performed to support
the property development or tenancy assumptions from a centralized Citywide
space planning perspective.
The revenue bonds would be backed by the downtown core blended rate model,
which is comprised of rental payments to Facilities Services from tenant bureaus in
the downtown core (1900 Building, Portland Building, City Hall, leased space, and
9

Sufficient demand for customer-billed work orders is presumed by the bureau to be sufficient to cover the
cost of this service. CBO offset the costs associated with this position with a reduction to the division’s limited
term personal services budget.
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in the future, the Jasmine Block). Debt financing for the project (exclusive of the
furniture costs noted above) is estimated to be $1.8 million per year for 20 years,
the impact of which will be to increase the blended downtown core rental rate
from $39.03 per square foot to $41.18 per square foot – a 5.5% rent increase. The
impact of the Jasmine Block project on the General Fund is estimated to be
$715,000 annually, with the remainder of the increase to the blended rate borne
by non-General Fund bureaus.
At this point in time, however, the financing plan for the Jasmine Block is still in flux;
final details of the financing strategy will not be complete until the development
agreement is approved by Council. At this point, OMF staff is using the current
projections of sources and uses for the project:
Jasmine Block Sources and Uses
Sources
Debt financing
Cash
financing

$19,712,300

Cash for non-capital expenses
2% for Art
1% for Community Benefits
Miscellaneous
Planning
Total for non-capital expenses

$311,600
$155,800
$10,000
$250,000
$727,400

Cash for capital costs
Cash for interim financing
Total cash financing

$301,600
$1,593,950
$2,622,950
$22,335,250

PSU shell and core
Tenant Improvements, furniture, project management
Bond issuance costs
Interim financing costs

$15,580,000
$5,000,000
$161,300
$1,593,950
$22,335,250

Total sources
Uses
Project Costs

Total uses

The negotiation of the development agreement has experienced delays. A
resolution went before Council in March 2017 that indicated the development
agreement and tenancy study would be finalized by June 2017. OMF is not
authorized to sell bonds prior to City Council action confirming the City’s
participation in the project via approval of a development agreement or similar
documentation, but these funds should be budgeted in the Facilities Services
Operating Fund pending approval by Council. CBO recommends that the $19.7
million in bond proceeds be budgeted in the Facilities Services Operating Fund, but
does not recommend that the $2.6 million in General Fund resources be allocated
as requested.
As part of the lease rate equalization directed by Council (Resolution 37159), OMF
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and CBO developed a blended rental rate model for City-occupied property in the
downtown core. The resolution is silent on the matter of cash funding for new
acquisitions. For the Portland Building Reconstruction project, it was ultimately
determined that tenant bureaus would fund the 5% cash contribution10 based on
their square footage. At this point the presumed tenant is BPS, a General Fundfunded bureau, but there is some degree of uncertainty given that the downtown
tenancy study has not been completed.
However, as the City moves toward implementation of the blended rate model in
FY 2020-2021, an alternative option for cash contributions would be to pursue a
practice whereby cash contributions to space acquisitions in the downtown core
are funded by all downtown rate-payers based on the blended rate allocation
model.
OMF’s primary concerns with this approach are 1) that it is a deviation from the
cash contribution model used for the Portland Building Reconstruction project and
2) that non-General Fund bureaus have not incorporated the Jasmine Block cash
contribution into their 5 year financial plans. However, the General Fund five year
forecast similarly does not account for a cash contribution to the Jasmine Block.
The purpose of the blended rate model was to provide greater cost certainty and
predictability to City bureaus and other tenants. The combination of a stronger
centralized space planning function in OMF and a blended rate cash contribution
will further the goals of cost certainty and reduce the unpredictability of large onetime resource requests to the General Fund.
CBO does not recommend General Fund one-time resources for the Jasmine Block
at this time, due to competing and compelling requests for one-time resources
that are better aligned with priorities outlined in the Mayor’s budget guidance.
CBO and OMF note that, upon approval of the development agreement by Council,
there will be cash financing and cash contribution requirements for the project
that are currently unfunded. This budgetary shortfall would need to be resolved,
though a temporary inter-fund loan from the Facilities Services Operating Fund
would be a potential stop gap to avoid project delays11. CBO would suggest that
both the downtown core tenancy study and the modelling of a blended rate option
for the cash contribution be completed prior to future General Fund requests for
the Jasmine Block.

10

The City’s debt management policy states: When feasible, the City shall make contributions from current
resources or from outside funding sources (such as state or federal grants) to each capital project or
program. The target contribution shall be equal to at least 5% of the total capital cost of a project or
program.
11

Assuming the use of bonds, OMF estimates an internal loan of $800,000 would be required to
cover interim financing costs in FY 2018-19. OMF estimates that delaying the cash contribution to FY
2019-20 would require a Facilities Services internal fund loan to the project of approximately
$727,400 during FY 2017-18 and FY 2018-19.
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CBO Recommendation: $0.00, 0.00 FTE

Yeon Building Operations & Maintenance Reduction
MF_39, ($527), (0.00 FTE)

This package would reduce the General Fund cash transfer to the Facilities Services
Operating Fund for the operations and maintenance of the Yeon Building. The
building is currently occupied by the Rose Festival Foundation for $1/month through
2035. The Foundation also makes $667 monthly payment to the General Fund to pay
off the costs of a previous tenant improvement.
CBO does not recommend this reduction, as the operations and maintenance funding
for this building, technically a Parks asset, is limited and OMF has spent more than
$10,000 per year on maintenance on average.
In addition to operations and maintenance costs, Facilities Services has noted that
there are likely outstanding and unfunded major maintenance liabilities at this
property. Neither Parks or OMF have an interest in using or maintaining this property,
nor is the full scope of outstanding major maintenance costs fully understood or
funded. CBO recommends that Council direct OMF to develop options to address this
outstanding liability for Council consideration. These options could include the
following:
▪

The City continues to perform operations and maintenance only, accepting
the risk of any outstanding major maintenance issues and identifying
resources to address them on an ad hoc basis,

▪ The City allocates resources to OMF to examine the major maintenance
issues and come up with a plan and funding options to address them over
the long term, or
▪ The City looks for ways to dispose of the asset, such as a transfer of the
property to the Rose Festival Foundation.
Absent any action, the major maintenance liabilities at this property will remain
unaddressed, as no entity within the City currently has an interest in the long-term
status of the property.
CBO Recommendation: $0.00, 0.00 FTE

Jerome Sears Building Operations & Maintenance Reduction
MF_38, ($3,866), (0.00 FTE)

While this reduction is a low dollar amount and unlikely to materially impact
operations and maintenance at the Sears property, Facilities Services has yet to
finalize the Jerome Sears Occupancy Study and there are a number of tentative
proposals for use of the property in the future. The property should be maintained
until such time as a tenancy plan or asset disposal has been put forward and accepted
by Council.
CBO Recommendation: $0.00, 0.00 FTE
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Add Security Services Funding
MF_46, $663,895, 0.00 FTE

This request is for continued augmentation of security services at City Hall ($604,660)
funded by City Hall tenants, as wells as for additional security services at the 1900
Building funded by BDS ($59,235).
Early in calendar year 2017, an uptick in security incidents at City Hall prompted an
increase in contracted security services. The cost for these security services exceeded
the available operations and maintenance budget for the building, so Facilities
Services temporarily relied upon major maintenance reserves to fund these services.
In the FY 2017-18 Fall BMP, additional one-time funds were authorized to support the
increased security level into the current fiscal year. While this increased level of
funding may be warranted to ensure both tenants and the public’s sense of safety
when accessing City Hall, this level of spending on security is approximately four
times the amount spent as recently as FY 2014-15. Year to date security incidents at
City Hall appear to have fallen relative to the spike in late FY 2016-17 and early FY
2017-18, but the trend is not clear given that many City Council events were held in
the Portland Building during construction in City Hall chambers. It is also not clear
whether the decrease in security incidents resulted from the increase security
presence or whether external factors led to a decreased number of incidents.
CBO is not uniquely qualified to assess the appropriate level of security services at
City Hall, but in light of competing requests for ongoing General Fund resources to
fund other Council priorities and absent information from the pending Citywide
Security Assessment, CBO recommends that security services at City Hall be
maintained at the threshold in the FY 2018-19 base budget. The increased
interagency agreement with BDS for security services at the 1900 Building is
recommended as requested.
CBO Recommendation: $59,235 I 0.00 FTE

Cut Project Management Software
MF_47, (29,950), 0.00 FTE

This reduction option would eliminate $29,950 from Facilities Services division’s
corporate rate. The division had intended to use this resource to fund a project
management software implementation. However, at this time no software solution
has been identified, nor is there a timeline in place or a project lead for the
implementation. Further, a software purchase and implementation could be
appropriately funded from the division’s operating reserve, and ongoing maintenance
costs covered by the allocation of the division’s administrative costs in the future.
CBO would be supportive of the implementation of a project management software
solution and its inclusion in the administrative allocation across divisional rates; at
this time, however, all this reduction does is reduce flexibility within the division’s
corporate rate.
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CBO Recommendation: ($29,950) I 0.00 FTE

Modernize Justice Center Elevators
MF_50, $2,900,000, 0.00 FTE

This request is for one-time resources from the General Fund Capital Set Aside or
Build Portland to fund the repair and modernization of four elevators at the Justice
Center that are at the end of their useful life. According to bureau staff, the elevators
are frequently out of service and occasionally this results in entrapments. This is a
source of frustration for bureau staff. Elevator issues primarily affect Police Bureau
staff on floors 11-15 of the building; the officers assigned to Central Precinct are on
the first floor of the building.
CBO does not recommend funding for this project from the General Fund Capital SetAside or from Build Portland, as the project did not score as highly as other one-time
capital projects. However, to the degree that elevator modernization is both an issue
for bureau staff and is a critical asset maintenance project appropriately funded from
major maintenance reserves, CBO recommends that Facilities Services staff reevaluate the use of Police facilities major maintenance reserves in the out-years.
Currently, the division’s projected spending for major maintenance at Police facilities
includes almost $1 million in carpet replacement and painting projects in the next
four years. These types of cosmetic projects are more typically considered tenant
improvements under the division’s major maintenance policy, and may not be the
best use of limited major maintenance funding.
CBO Recommendation: $0.00 I 0.00 FTE

ONI Relocation Funding
MF_51, $795,000, 0.00 FTE

This request is for $750,000 in one-time General Fund resources to relocate ONI staff
from the Kelly Building to create space for the Police Bureau’s Drugs and Vice Division
(DVD), which will vacate its current space at the Justice Center. Per Facilities Services,
moving DVD will create space for an office for the new Deputy Chief of the Police
Bureau and otherwise relieve overcrowding. Facilities Services’ financial analyses
indicated that relocating ONI to leased space was less expensive than remodeling
existing space in the basement of the Kelly Building to accommodate DVD.
At this time, it is not clear where ONI would be relocated. Facilities Services has been
engaged in a search for leasable property on the inner eastside, and the $45,000
ongoing portion of this request is to fund the presumed increase in ONI’s rent relative
to its current location at the Kelly Building. The $750,000 one-time request is for
ONI’s relocation costs and tenant improvements at the to-be-determined leased
space.
CBO does not recommend this request for several reasons. First and foremost, there
are competing requests for General Fund one-time resources that more directly tie to
unfunded Citywide priorities. CBO also has reservations about funding this request
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relative to other known and unknown Citywide space planning needs (see major
issues section).
CBO Recommendation: $0.00 I 0.00 FTE

Funding for Immediate Response Campsite Clean-ups
MF_53, $1,500,000, 0,00 FTE, MF_59, $96,123, 0.00 FTE

This request is to increase the current level of funding for immediate campsite cleanups coordinated by the Homeless and Urban Camping Impact Reduction Program
(HUCIRP) and convert the funding source from interagency agreements with
property-owning bureaus to General Fund discretionary resources.
During FY 2017-18 budget development, Facilities Services moved to an interagencyfunded program model, whereby PBOT, Parks, Water, and BES funded three HUCIRP
program employees, the Clean Start contract, bureau-requested clean-ups, and a
new reserve for “immediate” campsite clean-ups:

HUCIRP - FY 2017-18 Adopted Budget
Immediate cleanups
(do not require bureau permission)
Clean Start program
Bureau requested clean-up
(estimated IA)
Program Staff Total (3.0 FTE)
Total
Allocation Model
(based on 2 year average of
actuals)

PBOT

BES

Parks

Water

Total

$251,651
$181,080

$99,060
$71,280

$112,067
$80,640

$37,523
$27,000

$500,301
$360,000

$166,063
$156,446
$755,240

$65,369
$61,583
$297,292

$73,952
$69,670
$336,329

$24,761
$23,327
$112,611

$330,145
$311,026
$1,501,472

50.3%

19.8%

22.4%

7.5%

100.0%

However, during the current fiscal year, and at the direction of the Mayor’s Office,
Facilities Services spending on immediate campsite clean-ups began to quickly
outpace the funding authorized by the interagency agreement model. Because the
majority of immediate clean-ups were authorized by HUCIRP staff for PBOT
properties, Facilities Services actually overspent that interagency agreement with
PBOT relatively early in the current fiscal year:
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HUCIRP Immediate Campsite Clean-ups
FY 2017-18 Adopted Budget
PBOT
BES
Parks
Water
TOTALS

$
$
$
$
$

FY 2017-18 Actuals through 11/15/2017

251,651
99,060
112,067
37,523
500,301

$
$
$
$
$

493,391
37,898
112,315
17,418
661,022

As part of FY 2018-19 budget development, Facilities Services included in the base
budget interagency agreements for this program that were substantially higher than
FY 2017-18 ($2.9 million FY 2018-19 costs compared to $1.5 million budgeted in FY
2017-18). The increase was driven by three primary factors:
▪ The funding for immediate clean-ups was more than doubled, from
$500,000 to $1.2 million to better align with current year projected
spending,
▪ The division increased the base funding amount for the three program
staff by $288,700 to capture indirect costs associated with them (a 93%
increase over current year).
▪ The division increased estimates for bureau-requested IAs by $376,000
based on projections and historical usage.
o Additional adjustments were made to individual agreements for
based on the historical usage allocation methodology.
Property-owning bureaus were not in support of this increase to the interagency
agreements funding the HUCIRP program, in particular because 1) the staffing costs
almost doubled with no increase in service level and 2) they were not afforded any
input into the dollar amount or spend rate of the immediate clean-ups.
In principle, property-owning bureaus have a responsibility to maintain those
properties as a function of their mission. There is, however, a substantial difference
between the level of service (and funding) that bureaus would internally prioritize for
campsite clean-ups from a property maintenance perspective and the service level
desired from a livability perspective (driven by resident concerns and Council
priorities). Livability concerns across the City are a primary focus for Council and the
HUCIRP approach has had success in lessening the impact of campsites; arguably,
property-owning bureaus should be directed to reprioritize their internal resources to
fund immediate clean-ups at the level and pace desired by Council. A risk factor in
converting immediate clean-ups to General Fund is that bureaus will rely on that
resource rather than initiating and funding clean-ups of their own accord.
The current allocation model for immediate clean-ups leads to unpredictable charges
to bureaus year over year, as it is challenging to project what level at which bureau
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properties will require clean-ups, and the estimated interagency agreement is
monitored and amended continually. Moreover, from an operational perspective, it is
somewhat arbitrary whether an immediate clean-up is needed on a Parks, PBOT,
Water, or BES property. What is constant about this program are the fixed costs
required to manage it and support bureau-requested clean-ups, as well as the costs
of the Clean Start program. CBO recommends that, going forward, Facilities Services
establish base interagency agreements with property-owning bureaus to cover these
fixed costs using an allocation model that does not fluctuate dramatically over time
(e.g. percentage of total property owned or maintained by the bureaus, or some type
of overhead-like model). These charges will include program staff, Clean Start, and a
bureau-determined reserve for bureau-requested clean-ups. To lessen the
unpredictability of immediate campsite clean-ups, and in recognition of the fact that
they are initiated outside of the bureau’s control and typically at a level of service
beyond mere property maintenance, these clean-ups will be funded by the General
Fund going forward. Beginning in FY 2018-19, due to substantial and competing
requests for General Fund resources to fund Citywide priorities, CBO recommends
this service be funded with $500,000 in General Fund one-time resources. To the
degree that Council desires an increased level of service, additional one-time
resources will be added or additional offsets will be identified from the 5% reduction
options submitted by bureaus.
A programmatic change that Council may want to consider would be to relocate the
HUCIRP staff to the Mayor’s Office or another location with lower overhead costs.
Current overhead costs are $288,700 for the program; another office could have
lower overhead costs but would still need to provide management oversite and
financial management, for example.
CBO also notes that there is an OMF request for General Fund discretionary to fund
Parks’ increased portion of administrative costs of the program (MF_59). CBO has not
recommended funding for this request due to the pending decision about the
allocation methodology. (This IA increase has been added to MF_53, but General
Fund Resources have not been added to Parks to back this increase.) Upon finalizing
the methodology, it will be clear to what degree Parks’ portion of administrative
costs have increased. At that point, Council may then choose to fund this package
with new General Fund resources or ask the bureau to absorb these costs.
Relatedly, Parks’ portion of costs for bureau-initiated clean-ups have increased;
aiming to maintain the current service level for Parks, CBO has recommended funding
for these increased costs in PK_40.
CBO Recommendation: $500,000 one-time General Fund, 0.00 FTE

BIBS Administration - Cut Strategic Planning and Operations Team
MF_58, ($131,062), (1.00) FTE

This reduction option would eliminate a vacant position in the centralized BIBS
administration team. In the FY 2017-18 Fall BMP, this position was transferred from
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Facilities Services to the BIBS administration team to centrally coordinate
sustainability and climate action reporting, among other activities. Prior to this
transfer, the position had been utilized to backfill a number of administrative
responsibilities in addition to work related to the EnergyCap program. The position
was originally funded via lower energy costs that would otherwise have resulted in
lower tenant rates; at the time of the transfer to BIBS administration (and increased
interagencies with Risk, CityFleet, and Printing & Distribution) the nexus to
sustainability and energy reduction goals in other BIBS divisions (and benefit to their
ratepayers) was unclear.
As noted above, the indirect cost to BIBS divisions to fund a centralized
administrative and management team have increased substantially in recent years. In
order to fund other Citywide priorities via savings in customer bureaus, CBO
recommends this reduction be taken. To the degree that OMF’s planned “deep dive”
into Facilities Services and CityFleet results in a recommendation to restore this
position, a request should be brought forward in the future.
CBO Recommendation: ($131,062), (1.00) FTE

Risk Management - Temporary Services Reduction
MF_57, ($55,771), (0.00) FTE

This decision package would reduce external materials and services resources in Risk
Management’s Workers Compensation team. The division relies on this resource in
part to fund a temporary services contract to augment staff during peak workload or
to implement special projects. With this reduction, the division’s discretionary
external materials and services budget will be reduced from $275,000 to $220,000 (a
20% reduction), limiting the division’s flexibility to rely on temporary staffing.
Spending on temporary staffing, while generally low, has increased in recent years:

Activate Staffing (flexible contract)
Temporary Staff (budgeted as part time)
Total

FY 2014-15
$2,268
$2,268

FY 2015-16
$16,014
$16,014

FY 2016-17
$21,099
$7,715
$28,814

FY 2017-18 (YTD)
$15,645
$24,038
$39,683

The division notes that it relies on temporary staff to assist with workload when
vacancies arise. While flexibility to address workload spikes is useful, CBO
recommends this reduction. To the degree that the remaining materials and services
budget does not cover desired levels of temporary staffing and other needs, the
division should monitor its contract such that spending mirrors actual vacancy savings
in the division.
CBO Recommendation: ($55,771), (0.00) FTE

CityFleet - Vehicle and Equipment Mechanic Reduction
MF_56, ($190,899), (2.00) FTE

This reduction option would eliminate two Vehicle and Equipment Mechanics in
CityFleet; this is a direct service cut to customer bureaus, and would not reduce
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CityFleet’s rates in any way. These two positions represent 3-4% of the division’s total
technician workforce of 53 mechanics, and the elimination of these positions is likely
to slightly increase the turnarouegnd times for vehicle repairs and preventive
maintenance. Downtime for vehicles and equipment for repairs is a critical factor in
multiple bureaus’ operations, from BES and Water to the Police Bureau.
While the average turnaround time for preventive maintenance has been relatively
stable in recent years, the average turnaround time for vehicle and equipment
repairs has been increasing12. CityFleet attributes this increase to the addition of
more specialty vehicles and equipment to the fleet, which require more time to
repair and maintain. Based on these performance trends, general concern with the
reduction option from customer bureaus, and the fact that this reduction option does
not actually reduce customer rates, CBO does not recommend this reduction option
be taken at this time.
CBO Recommendation: ($0.00), (0.00) FTE

CityFleet Jerome Sears and Eastside Fueling Station Reduction
MF_55, ($343,754), (0,00) FTE

This proposed reduction option would eliminate planned fueling stations at the
Jerome Sears facility (Westside Emergency Staging location) and a to-be-determined
location on the east side of Portland. The reconstruction of five existing fuel stations
would continue as planned. The reduction represents an ongoing decrease in annual
debt service of $342,753, $153,841 of which would be borne by General Fund
bureaus.
CBO does not recommend this reduction option, as the construction of the Westside
Staging and eastside fuel stations are important components of the City’s emergency
plans. This reduction option was not discussed with PBEM staff prior to its inclusion in
the Requested Budget. In response to CBO follow-up, PBEM provided information
underscoring the criticality of these fuel stations in the event of an emergency. The
Critical Energy Infrastructure hub where 90% of fuel comes into Oregon is on
liquefiable soils over a fault line; in the event of an earthquake or other disaster, the
Westside fuel station may be the only station available to refuel City equipment and
vehicles and the eastside fuel station would provide fuel to the generator and other
systems at the Emergency Coordination Center.
CBO Recommendation: ($0.00), (0.00) FTE

Printing and Distribution Reductions
MF_01, MF_02, MF_03, MF_04, ($123,121), (0.00) FTE

The Printing & Distribution (P&D) division put forward four reduction option packages
totaling $123,121 ($53,087 estimated General Fund impact). Two of these options –
12

See relevant BIBS performance management dashboard here:
https://www.portlandoregon.gov/bibs/article/670103
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adjusting default settings to encourage fewer unnecessary color copies and
elimination of an additional charge to downtown bureaus for sorting mail to
temporary spaces – are not anticipated to have any negative impacts for bureaus or
on operations within P&D (MF_02 and MF_03). CBO recommends these reductions. A
third reduction option (MF_ 04) would be to eliminate Saturday US Mail sorting and
delivery. This change is already underway, and the change has been communicated
to customer bureaus, who will now receive weekend mail on Mondays. CBO
recommends this reduction as well. Finally, P&D put forward a reduction option that
would eliminate evening hours at the P&D satellite office at the 1900 Building during
BDS’s Thursday Residential Permit Night ($15,000). While this service is not cost
recovery - the revenue generated from these evening hours does not exceed the cost
to operate the satellite office – BDS has indicated that the extra hours are a valuable
service to residents seeking permits, who often arrive at the permitting center
without the documentation and copies that are required. Given the value of the
service to residents, the relatively low dollar amount of the reduction, and the impact
it may have on the success of BDS’s residential permitting night, CBO does not
recommend this reduction option.
CBO Recommendation: ($108,121), (0.00) FTE
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SUMMARY OF REQUESTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Below is a summary of the Office of Management and Finance’s total budget.
Adopted
FY 2017-18

Request
Base
(A)

Bureau
CBO
Total
Decision
Recommended Recommended
Packages (B) Adjustments (C) Revised (A+B+C)

Resources
Budgeted Beginning Fund Balance
Taxes
Licenses & Permits
Charges for Services
Intergovernmental Revenues
Interagency Revenue
Fund Transfers - Revenue
Bond and Note Proceeds
Miscellaneous Sources
General Fund Discretionary
General Fund Overhead
Miscellaneous Fund Allocations
Total Resources

$ 176,814,874 $ 188,740,828 $
(343,753) $
343,753 $ 188,740,828
33,500,000
36,086,000
36,086,000
5,717,500
5,634,000
5,634,000
88,257,581
121,785,942
(18,863)
15,000
121,782,079
11,478,854
11,948,119
(62,005)
61,486
11,947,600
166,072,914
163,990,916
(1,630,525)
1,827,246
164,187,637
2,442,355
4,272,404
4,913,557
(4,413,557)
4,772,404
69,992,147
62,801,551
19,712,300
82,513,851
5,832,406
6,824,224
43,788
6,212
6,874,224
16,420,472
15,863,247
1,995,368
(1,249,802)
16,608,813
11,139,615
11,164,349
(219,798)
98,038
11,042,589
(3,000,000)
(2,430,626)
(2,430,626)
$584,668,718 $626,680,954
$24,390,069
($3,311,624) $647,759,399

Requirements
Personnel Services
External Materials and Services
Internal Materials and Services
Capital Outlay
Debt Service
Fund Transfers - Expense
Contingency
Total Requirements

$ 83,996,628
233,229,756
28,501,214
51,792,745
12,607,436
6,585,138
167,955,801
$584,668,718

Office of Management & Finance

$ 87,110,292
233,949,803
28,000,358
84,907,369
11,974,372
6,204,692
174,534,068
$626,680,954
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$

(692,773) $ 1,240,046 $ 87,657,565
2,689,591
(2,259,450) 234,379,944
295,948
(114,225)
28,182,081
18,013,714
343,753
103,264,836
614,522
343,753
12,932,647
6,204,692
3,469,067
(2,865,501) 175,137,634
$24,390,069
($3,311,624) $647,759,399
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City of Portland
Decision Package Recommendations
(Includes Contingency and Ending Balance)
Bureau Requested
Bureau
Priority

FTE

Gen Fund
Ongoing

Gen Fund
1-Time

CBO Analyst Recommendations

Other
Revenues

Total
Expenses

FTE

Gen Fund
Ongoing

Gen Fund
1-Time

Other
Revenues

Total
Expenses

Office of Management & Finance

Adds
MF_21 - BRFS - Add Tax Collection Staff for Three Years 01

5.00

0

1,818,434

0

1,818,434

3.00

0

300,000

0

300,000

MF_22 - BRFS - Continue IRS Data Exchange Program 02

2.00

501,464

0

0

501,464

2.00

0

501,464

0

501,464

MF_23 - BRFS - Increase Utility Franchise/Audit Support 03

1.00

98,750

50,000

0

148,750

1.00

0

118,730

0

118,730

04
MF_05 - BTS - PC/Laptop Lifecycle Replacement Schedule

0.00

0

0

233,577

233,577

0.00

0

0

233,577

233,577

MF_07 - BTS - Microsoft Enterprise Mobility + Security

05

0.00

0

0

461,892

461,892

0.00

0

0

461,892

461,892

MF_20 - BHR-Employment and Outreach Add

06

3.00

168,403

0

199,795

368,198

3.00

168,403

0

199,795

368,198

MF_49 - Fac - Add 1 FTE Fac Main Technician Apprentice07

1.00

0

0

88,713

88,713

0.00

0

0

0

0

MF_52 - Fac - Add 1 FTE Utility Worker II Position

08

1.00

0

0

87,727

87,727

1.00

0

0

0

0

MF_13 - Bus Ops-Add Accounting Tech Position

09

1.00

9,109

0

51,209

60,318

0.00

0

0

0

0

MF_48 - Fac - Add Two FTE Facilities Dispatchers

10

2.00

0

0

203,299

203,299

0.00

0

0

0

0

MF_50 - Fac - Modernize Justice Center Elevators

11

0.00

0

2,900,000

0

2,900,000

0.00

0

0

0

0

MF_06 - BTS - Enterprise Mobility Management

12

2.00

0

0

319,805

319,805

2.00

0

0

319,805

319,805

MF_51 - Fac - ONI Relocation Funding

13

0.00

45,000

750,000

0

795,000

0.00

0

0

0

0

MF_59 - Fac - Fund Parks Additional HUCIRP Costs

14

0.00

0

0

96,123

96,123

0.00

0

0

0

0

MF_46 - Fac - Add Security Services Funding

15

0.00

0

0

663,895

663,895

0.00

0

0

0

0

16
MF_53 - Fac - Funding for Immediate Response Clean-ups

0.00

1,500,000

0

(513,309)

986,691

0.00

0

500,000

(417,186)

82,814

MF_32 - Fac - Jasmine Block Building Funding
Total Adds

0.00

0

2,622,950

19,712,300

22,335,250

0.00

0

0

19,712,300

19,712,300

18.00

2,322,726

8,141,384

21,605,026

32,069,136

12.00

168,403

1,420,194

20,510,183

22,098,780

01
MF_03 - P&D Downtown Office Space Delivery Efficiencies

0.00

0

0

(32,000)

(32,000)

0.00

0

0

(32,000)

(32,000)

02
MF_01 - P&D Reduce Operating Hours at the 1900 Building

0.00

0

0

(15,000)

(15,000)

0.00

0

0

0

0

MF_02 - P&D Reduction of Color Copies

03

0.00

0

0

(67,321)

(67,321)

0.00

0

0

(67,321)

(67,321)

MF_04 - P&D Eliminate Saturday US Mail Sorting

04

0.00

0

0

(8,800)

(8,800)

0.00

0

0

(8,800)

(8,800)

05
MF_55 - Fleet-Jerome Sears and Eastside Fueling Stations

0.00

0

0

(687,506)

(687,506)

0.00

0

0

0

0

MF_39 - Fac - 5% Reduction for Yeon Building O&M

06

0.00

(527)

0

0

(527)

0.00

0

0

0

0

MF_38 - Fac - 5% Reduction for Sears Facility O&M

07

0.00

(3,866)

0

0

(3,866)

0.00

0

0

0

0

MF_31 - BHR-Reception Services Realignment

08

0.00

(13,154)

0

13,154

0

0.00

(13,154)

0

13,154

0

09
MF_58 - SPOT - Cut Perform Metrics Program Coordinator

(1.00)

0

0

(131,062)

(131,062)

(1.00)

0

0

(131,062)

(131,062)

0.00

0

0

(55,771)

(55,771)

0.00

0

0

(55,771)

(55,771)

17

Reductions

MF_57 - BIBS - Risk Temporary Services Cut
Office of Management & Finance
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City of Portland
Decision Package Recommendations
(Includes Contingency and Ending Balance)
Bureau Requested
Bureau
Priority

FTE

Gen Fund
Ongoing

Gen Fund
1-Time

CBO Analyst Recommendations

Other
Revenues

Total
Expenses

FTE

Gen Fund
Ongoing

Gen Fund
1-Time

Other
Revenues

Total
Expenses

Office of Management & Finance
Reductions
MF_09 - Bus Ops-Strat Plan and Fee Study Cut

11

12
MF_24 - BRFS - Cut Open Signal Community Media Services

0.00

(58,399)

0

(69,286)

(127,685)

0.00

(58,399)

0

(24,286)

(82,685)

0.00

(288,018)

0

0

(288,018)

0.00

(72,000)

0

0

(72,000)

MF_25 - BRFS - Cut Admin, Equity, Outreach, Training

13

0.00

(124,059)

101,191

22,868

0

0.00

(126,868)

103,999

22,869

0

MF_44 - Fac - Cut 1 FTE Senior Management Analyst

14

(1.00)

0

0

(146,895)

(146,895)

0.00

0

0

0

0

MF_43 - Fac - Cut 1 FTE Facilities Dispatch Position

15

(1.00)

0

0

(95,392)

(95,392)

0.00

0

0

0

0

MF_47 - Fac - Cut Project Management Software

17

0.00

0

0

(29,950)

(29,950)

0.00

0

0

0

0

18
MF_27 - BRFS - Cut Support for Grants, Spec Approp, CEIP

(1.00)

(17,533)

0

(20,801)

(38,334)

0.00

0

0

0

0

19
MF_26 - BRFS - Cut Admin, Overtime, Consulting, Training

(0.50)

(57,878)

0

(68,667)

(126,545)

0.00

0

0

0

0

20
MF_41 - Fac - Cut 1 FTE Fac Construction Project Manager

(1.00)

0

0

0

0

0.00

0

0

0

0

MF_42 - Fac - Cut 1 FTE Fac Construction Proj Specialist21

(1.00)

0

0

0

0

0.00

0

0

0

0

MF_14 - BTS - Text Archiving Service Reduction

22

0.00

0

0

(151,968)

(151,968)

0.00

0

0

0

0

MF_19 - BTS - Support Center Intern Program

23

0.00

0

0

(133,120)

(133,120)

0.00

0

0

0

0

MF_35 - BTS - Application Development Services #2

24

(1.00)

0

0

(143,906)

(143,906)

0.00

0

0

0

0

MF_34 - BTS - Application Development Services #1

25

(1.00)

0

0

(131,717)

(131,717)

0.00

0

0

0

0

MF_45 - Fac - Cut 2 FTE Fac Maintenance Technicians 26

(2.00)

0

0

(214,469)

(214,469)

0.00

0

0

0

0

MF_40 - Fac - Cut Asset Mgmt Prgm Coordinator Position27

0.00

0

0

(120,573)

(120,573)

0.00

0

0

0

0

MF_29 - BHR-City Wide Training Fund Cut

28

0.00

(43,450)

0

(51,550)

(95,000)

0.00

(43,450)

0

(51,550)

(95,000)

MF_28 - BHR-Site Team Manager Cut

29

(1.00)

(82,327)

0

(97,673)

(180,000)

(1.00)

(82,327)

0

(97,673)

(180,000)

MF_30 - BHR-Labor Relations Coordinator Cut

30

(1.00)

(67,165)

0

(79,685)

(146,850)

0.00

0

0

0

0

0.00

0

0

(50,000)

(50,000)

0.00

0

0

0

0

32
MF_33 - BTS - Public Safety Reporting Services Reduction

(1.00)

0

0

(81,657)

(81,657)

0.00

0

0

0

0

33
MF_10 - BTS - Enterprise Asset Management Implementation

(1.00)

0

0

(143,737)

(143,737)

0.00

0

0

0

0

MF_08 - BTS - Tableau Implementation Reduction

31
MF_36 - BTS - Customer Relations & IS Internship Program

35

(1.00)

0

0

(184,556)

(184,556)

(1.00)

0

0

(184,556)

(184,556)

36
MF_11 - BTS - Public Safety Radio Template Development

(1.00)

0

0

(122,401)

(122,401)

0.00

0

0

0

0

37
MF_16 - BTS - Stores and Procurement Services Reduction

(1.00)

0

0

(171,889)

(171,889)

0.00

0

0

0

0

MF_17 - BTS - Enterprise Architecture Reduction #1

38

(1.00)

0

0

(206,659)

(206,659)

0.00

0

0

0

0

MF_18 - BTS - Enterprise Architecture Reduction #2

39

(1.00)

0

0

(147,618)

(147,618)

0.00

0

0

0

0

MF_15 - BTS - Continuity of Operations Planning

40

(1.00)

0

0

(128,463)

(128,463)

0.00

0

0

0

0

MF_54 - BTS - Project Business Analysis Services

41

(1.00)

0

0

(178,913)

(178,913)

0.00

0

0

0

0
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City of Portland
Decision Package Recommendations
(Includes Contingency and Ending Balance)
Bureau Requested
Bureau
Priority

FTE

Gen Fund
Ongoing

Gen Fund
1-Time

Other
Revenues

CBO Analyst Recommendations
Total
Expenses

FTE

Gen Fund
Ongoing

Gen Fund
1-Time

Other
Revenues

Total
Expenses

Office of Management & Finance
Reductions

MF_56 - Fleet-Two Vehicle and Equipment Mechanics
Total Reductions
Total Office of Management & Finance

Office of Management & Finance

42

(2.00)

0

(23.50)

(756,376)

(5.50)

1,566,350

0

(190,899)

(190,899)

0.00

0

101,191 (4,123,882)

(4,779,067)

(3.00)

(396,198)

103,999

(616,996)

(909,195)

27,290,069

9.00

(227,795)

1,524,193

19,893,187

21,189,585

8,242,575

17,481,144
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